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The Call of Christ 

Called by Christ 

by Karl Smith, Kirkintilloch, Scotland 

I was never much good at games. Every week in the winter months I would 
stand in line at school as captains picked their football teams, not really 
listening for my name since I knew it would be among the last to be called. I 
wasn't particularly bothered. I'd accepted fairly early on that football wasn't 
my thing. Nevertheless it was always nice if my name was, say, the 
nineteenth to be called and I was not left until the very last! 
If you are a believer in the Lord Jesus Christ, He has chosen you and called 
you by name. When you put your trust in Him, you stepped forward and 
accepted your place on His team. You are not a last resort. For reasons 
you'll probably never understand, you were the one He wanted, chosen in 
Him before the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and 
blameless before him 1 Of course you had a decision of your own to make, 
to accept His offer of grace, but He had already chosen you, as shown in Jn 
15:16: 
"You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you that you should 
go and bear fruit and that your fruit should abide...". 
The purpose of the call and its place in the scheme of things is given in 
Rom.8:28-29: 
And we blow that for those who love God all things work together for good, 
for those who are called according to his purpose. For those whom he 
foreknew he also predestined to be conformed to the image of his Son, in 
order that he might he the firstborn among many brothers. And those whom 
he predestined he also called, and those whom he called he also justified, 
and those whom he justified he also glorified. 
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The purpose is underlined and the five steps by which it is achieved are in bold type. God is 
assembling a team of siblings for His Son, people who are allowed to become like Him. There is 
no higher destiny. Whom does He call to this wonderful transformation? Those whom He has 
predestined. And who are they? They are those whom He foreknew from His vantage point outside 
time. What happens after He has called them? He justifies them, declaring that they are righteous 
because His Son's righteousness qualified Him alone to bear the punishment on the cross for their 
unrighteousness. Then they are glorified, changed to reflect the moral glories of the Lord Jesus' 
character and given the hope of entering fully into all His glory in heaven. If you have a Christlike 
character, you will produce fruit, including the beautiful fruit of the Spirit that marked the Lord's 
own character, as listed in Gal.5. The work you do for Him will have lasting results that will never 
be erased from the lives you touch with the love of Christ. The articles in this series will point you 
to some of the purposes for which He has called you. 
Think of the twelve apostles. They were among the many people fascinated by Jesus of Nazareth, 
but one day he went up on the mountain and called to him those whom he desired, and they came to 
him....so that they might be with him.2 How privileged they must have felt. Of course He had called 
them there to send them on a special and unique mission as apostles. Nevertheless, as we have seen 
from Ephesians, He calls you and me to be with Him, to spend time with Him, to be His disciples, 
to bear lasting fruit for Him in our lives. Notice, too, that there is a direction to this call: "1 chose 
you oat of the world" 3 If you are on the M6 motorway in England, driving towards Carlisle, you 
are necessarily driving away from Birmingham. The Lord Jesus has chosen you out of the world. If 
you have responded to that call, keep your back to the temptations of the world and your face 
towards the One who has called you. 
Christian reader, you need never feel that your life has no value. Christ Himself has chosen you 
and called you for a purpose. You have something to get on with. 

References: (l) Eph.1:4 (2) Mk.3:13,14 (3) Jn 15:19  

Bible quotations from ESV 

For further study: 
1. Try to describe in your own words the sense of privilege and value that comes from considering 
the fact that we have been specifically called and chosen by Christ. 
2. How does this help us to keep our back towards temptation? 
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The Call of Christ 

Called to Jesus 

by Greg Neely, Toronto, Canada 

Whom do you resemble - mother, father, famous person, the dog? Are your 
features, your expressions, your mannerisms, your walk, your sense of 
humour so much like that person (okay, not the dog!) that others 
immediately notice the similarities? That's what the call to Jesus involves: 
looking and sounding and acting like the One who has called us to Himself. 
The kind of speech that betrayed Peter just before he betrayed Jesus should 
clearly declare the person with whom we have been as well. 'Jehovah is 
salvation' -that is the meaning of the name 'Jesus'; a transliteration of the 
Hebrew name 'Joshua'.1 In incarnation, that is the name God gave His Son 
because that describes exactly why God was manifested in the flesh. No 
Jesus, no salvation - not only for Israel, but also for us! Without salvation 
through faith in Jesus, life is a few short years of vanity followed by an 
eternity of calamity. Not only so, but the life we now live in the flesh, good 
though it might be for many, cannot be experienced at its best. But Jesus 
came to show what the unsearchable God is like in terms humans can search 
out2 so that we believe on Him and look and act like Him.3 
He has done His part perfectly and completely. We have been saved to the 
uttermost; that cannot get any better! So now what? Jesus said to His 
disciples: "...but you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come 
upon you; and you shall be My witnesses...even to the remotest part of the 
earth".4 Like it or not, we are His witnesses. Being a witness does not 
depend on whether or not we open our mouths and declare what we have 
witnessed. We are witnesses de facto because we are saved. But what are 
we doing about our commitment to accurately and enthusiastically declare 
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who and what we have witnessed? If we have truly seen Jesus, Jehovah our Saviour, hanging on a 
cross, bearing our sins in His own body; if we have truly accepted Him as Lord and Saviour; if we 
have truly appreciated His awesome substitutionary sacrifice for us, then in loving appreciation we 
will speak about what we know. And His Spirit, the Spirit of Christ, ignites the dynamic power 
within us to do what God wants us to do for Him. 
Have you pledged your allegiance to Jesus? Implicitly, we have pledged allegiance to our country 
and its flag and political leader. By comparison, wonderful though those might be, they are nothing 
compared with the One who has purchased our pardon. At salvation, pledging allegiance to Him is 
what you were doing! As you were immersed in water when you were baptized, that is what you 
were doing! If you have missed one of those experiences, you know where to start. But have you 
given yourself fully to Him today? Being called to Jesus is not a religious, Sunday activity. He is 
not simply your focus on Sunday and a haze from Monday to Saturday. He is your life, your breath, 
your strength, your all. He demands no less; you can give Him no more. Too often we hear well-
meaning teachers tell us that Jesus must be first in our lives. But that's not right! He must be our 
lives! He is not a priority. He is the fulcrum in our lives upon which all our priorities must hinge. No 
wonder Paul stated: For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain5 and...that I may know Him and 
the power of His resurrection and the fellowship of His sufferings, being conformed to His death.6 
No wonder Peter could exhort...but grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ.7 This is what is involved in our call to Jesus. He's anticipating not just a delightful meeting 
in the air when He comes. He is excitedly awaiting our meeting with Him today in His word, in 
conversation, in listening and communion, in meditation, in obedience, in choosing Him to follow 
today. Have you been in touch with Him? 
The Holy Spirit infuses us with power at salvation. He did the same for the early disciples in 
Jerusalem. The fear and consternation in evidence in the locked upper room on the Sunday of His 
resurrection showed the weakness of men whose lives had been shattered by the death of the One 
they thought was their Saviour. The tears of Mary in the garden reveal the brokenness of her heart, 
and her words to the angels her confusion and sorrow: "...they have taken away my Lord, and I do 
not know where they have laid Him" 8 Her grief caused her not to recognize Him when He stood 
before her. The two on the way to Emmaus had had such high hopes that this Jesus was the One 
who would redeem Israel. But those hopes had been dashed at His death - or so they thought until 
they recognized Him. 
What a difference seeing Jesus in resurrection made to them! What a difference it can make to us 
as well! Yes, He died and was buried. Praise God 
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for that. But He is alive! The One who calls us to Himself to imitate His character is not simply a 
historical figure to be known by literary scholarship. He is a living Saviour who communicates with 
us through the living Word so that, in devotion to Him, we may actually know Him, not just know 
about Him. The locked doors on Sunday in Jerusalem were wide open on Monday! The plaintiff cry 
of Mary to the angels became the ecstatic shout, "Rabboni!" to the Saviour. The dashed hopes of 
the two travellers became delightful hallelujahs as their eyes were opened to recognize Him. And 
what did they do with their new-found exuberance? They told other people about the One whose 
resurrection had completely thrilled them! And they did not even have the Holy Spirit indwelling 
them yet for almost another two months! We have Him resident within us. If we find it difficult to 
speak about the One to whom we have pledged our allegiance, perhaps we need to witness again 
His misery, His mercy and His majesty. When we marvel at His magnificence, we'll speak of Him 
in superlatives to others. 
Beloved, now we are children of God, and it has not appeared as yet what we will be.9 Do we look, 
speak and act like God's children? It's going to get better in immeasurable and incomprehensible 
ways! We know that when He appears, we will be like Him, because we will see Him just as He is. 
How big a change is going to take place in you and me? Is there a hint now in our character and 
conduct of the wonder of that transformation to come? There should be! And everyone who has this 
hope fixed on Him purifies himself, just as He is pure.' 10 Whose we are determines what we should 
be. For we have been called to a relationship, not a religion. We have been called to a person, the 
only begotten God who is in the bosom of the Father. 11 And that person is Jesus who came to show 
us God: He has explained Him. Because He has explained Him, shown Him to us so vividly in His 
life, we can explain Him to others in how we live and in what we say. 

If your tongue is not like angels',  
If you cannot preach like Paul,  
You can tell the Saviour's goodness,  
You can say He died for all.  
If you cannot rouse the wicked  
With the judgment's dread alarms,  
You can lead the little children  
To the Saviour's waiting arms. 

(Dr D March) 
But we'll only do it in the power of the Holy Spirit when our lives and words are consistent with 
and passionate about the One to whom we have pledged our allegiance. Whom do you resemble 
today? You've been called to Jesus. Can others tell? 
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References:  
(1) W.E. Vine, An Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words  (2)  Jn 1:18 (3) Rom.8:29; 
Col.3:10 (4) Acts 1:8 (5) Phil.1:21 (6) Phil.3:10 (7) 2 Pet.3:18 (8) Jn 20:13 (9) 1 Jn 3:2  
(10)1 Jn 3:3 (11) Jn 1:18 
Bible quotations from NASB 

For further study: 
1. In what ways can we practically pledge our allegiance to Jesus? 
2. With a friend, compare notes about any hints you see in each other's character and 
conduct of the coming transformation (1 Jn 3:2)? 
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The Call of Christ 

Called to Community 

by Craig Jones, Toronto, Canada 

He wasn't there - again! Despite otherwise full pews, the empty space just 
seemed to glare at him. Perhaps it was because the man who usually sat there 
had done so faithfully every week for as many years as the pastor could 
remember. How many weeks had it been empty now - two or three? He 
decided there and then that he must pay the man a visit that afternoon. He 
lived alone in a small cottage and as the pastor knocked on the door, it was 
opened almost immediately, as if the occupant were expecting a visit. After 
exchanging pleasantries they both sat down beside the open fire in the living 
room, which brought a welcome warmth to the situation. Nothing was said. 
They both just sat there, gazing into the vivid amber glow of the fire. It didn't 
even feel as awkward as the pastor had feared. After a few more minutes, he 
reached forward and took the tongs from the fireplace set and with them 
carefully removed a glowing, red hot ember and placed it on the hearth stone. 
Both men fixed their gaze on it, watching as its glow faded so that all that was 
left was a charred black coal. The pastor took the tongs and placed the coal 
back into the fire, where it immediately began to glow again, until it was once 
more red hot. Another minute or two passed, then the pastor got up and made 
his way to the door. The other man also got up and helped the pastor on with 
his coat. Not a word had been said since they sat down in front of the fire. As 
he was going out the door the pastor turned around to say goodbye, but, with 
tears in his eyes, the man simply looked at him and said, "Thank you so much 
for visiting and thank you for your fiery sermon. I'll see you back at church 
again next Sunday." 1 
Paul Simon, of folk pop duo 'Simon and Garfunkel' fame, wrote a song in 
1965 called I Am a Rock' and, for many fans of the duo, it is amongst their 
finest productions. 
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I am a rock, 
I am an island. 
I've built walls, 
A fortress deep and mighty, 
That none may penetrate. 

Clearly written from some painful personal experience, the lyrics nevertheless have resonated with 
many people through the years, giving expression, some would say, to the increasingly insular, 
selfish, 'me-centred' attitude that characterises many societies, leading to a breakdown in 
community values. Comparison – or rather, contrast – is often made with the work of the 
Elizabethan poet John Donne, who wrote the following in 1624: 

No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, part of the 
main. If a clod be washed away by the sea, Europe is the less...2 

From a biblical perspective, John Donne is much nearer the mark than Paul Simon, in giving 
expression to an essential aspect of human nature. The fact of the matter is, we were created by 
God to be inter-dependent, not independent. It's a foundational principle of human relationships, 
which was expressed way back in the Garden of Eden when God observed, "It is not good for the 
man to he alone; I will make him a helper suitable for him" 3 This sense of the need for 
companionship, and the value of 'being together', is a theme that is central to God's dealings with 
mankind. All His revealed purposes through Abraham to Moses were centred on the establishment 
of a community of believers who would come together in unity of heart and purpose - and in 
obedience to what God had said about how they should achieve that - in order to serve Him, in 
close relationship with Him and with each other. That community of believers was known as 'the 
people of God' and their direct relationship with God was clearly and repeatedly expressed in the 
Old Testament, when God referred to them as My people. 
It's not in the least bit surprising, then, to find that same value and importance of 'community' given 
renewed emphasis in the New Testament, amongst those who believed in the Lord Jesus Christ. 
Jesus went to great lengths to get that point across to His disciples in the hours just before His 
crucifixion, showing us the value He Himself placed upon it. In that upper room, He spoke about 
what those men would have to face after He was gone - the challenges, the trials, the heartache (Jn 
13 to 17). He also revealed to them that they wouldn't be alone in it, that they would have His 
presence with them, through the indwelling Holy Spirit.4 And He also gave them a new 
commandment, which was to be a defining characteristic of this new community of believers, and 
which expresses the most basic unifying power that would achieve the Lord's vision; "A new 
commandment I give to you, that you love one another, even as I have loved you...My this all men 
will know that you are My 
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disciples" 5 Those first disciples, and therefore those who subsequently believe through them, were 
called to be a community of believers, actively living out the things taught to them by the Lord, as 
they bore witness to His saving grace - and the underpinning of that community was a mutual love, 
a quality of love which is divine in origin and which found practical expression in their inter-
dependence.6 They certainly took that new commandment to heart, as we observe them coming 
together for mutual support and encouragement in those days immediately following the Lord's 
ascension.7 Out of love, they provided for each others' practical needs: All those who had believed 
were together and had all things in common...sharing them with all, as anyone might have need. 
Day by day continuing with one mind...taking their meals together with gladness and sincerity of 
heart, praising God...And the Lord was adding to their number....8 When the expected persecution 
came, they supported each other in prayer.9 When problems came that threatened their treasured 
unity, they looked to one another for the answers.10 The love of the Lord both in terms of its origin 
and their sharing of it - was key to it all. Paul, Peter, James and John all highlighted its vital 
importance in their writings.11 
You and I need each other. In our love for the Lord, in our faith, in our striving to live for Him, we 
need each other's support and encouragement - and that of our other brothers and sisters in the 
Lord. When we try to 'go it alone', or when we don't give priority to being with fellow-believers, 
the glow of our love, enthusiasm and commitment to the Lord will rapidly fade and grow cold. 
How often have you been encouraged by a fellow-disciple's joy in the Lord? How often have you 
received the sound, wise advice of an older Christian? How many times have you been helped and 
comforted through some difficult situation by the shared experience of another Christian? These 
examples, and many more besides, show how our inter-dependence is essential to our spiritual 
growth and development. A loving, supportive community is what the Lord has called us to - a 
unity of heart and purpose, which, following Christ's own example, does not merely look out for 
our own personal interests, but those of others as well.12 And there is no room for a 'lowest 
common denominator' approach to achieving this all-important oneness, which is the Lord's 
expressed desire for all His disciples: "...that they may all be one..."13 It cannot be achieved on the 
basis of our own set of ground-rules or guidelines. It can only successfully be achieved by a 
sincere commitment to obediently following the pattern that the Lord has laid out in His Word.14 
When the Lord calls us to Himself, He calls us as individuals and opens our heart to receive His 
precious gift of forgiveness through Christ. But that's not the end of it-not at all! He then shows us 
how we should come together with other believers who have the same love and the same desire to 
follow obediently.15 This unity is so important to the Lord, and therefore it must also be important 
for us to 
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make sure we are giving effect to it by being in a community with those who are already obediently 
putting it into practice, according to God's Word. 

References: 
(1) Author unknown    
(2) For Whom the Bell Tolls, Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, Meditation XVII, (1624)   
(3) Gen.2:18    
(4) Jn 14:18,26; Jn 16:7,13-14  
(5) Jn 13:34-35  
(6) Jn 17:20  
(7) Acts 1:14; Acts 2:1  
(8) Acts 2:44-47; see also Acts 4:32-35  
(9) Acts 12:5  
(10) Acts 6:1-6; Acts 15:1-31 
(11) 1 Cor.13:1-13; 1 Pet.1:22,4:8; Jas.2:8; 1 Jn 4:7-21  
(12) Phil.2:4 
(13) Jn 17:20-23  
(14) Rom.6:17; 2 Tim.1:13  
(15) Acts 2:41,42 
Bible quotations from NASB 
 
 

For further study: 
1. Where, and in what ways, does God establish the value of 'community' in the Old Testament? 
2. How does the article - and Scripture - illustrate the dangers of 'going it alone'? 
3. Share (or reflect on) a time when you've been helped by another disciple. What Bible text did 
this help illuminate? 
4. In what ways is it made clear by the article that there is a prescribed Biblical pattern for the 
community life to which we are called? 
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The Call of Christ 

Called to Serve 

by David Webster, Liverpool, England 

Have you ever wondered what Peter's wife said when he told her he was 
giving up his job to follow Jesus of Nazareth? Or what Zebedee thought 
when James and John announced that they were leaving the family business? 
Maybe they went with their family's blessing, or perhaps they went despite 
their opposition. We don't know, of course, but Peter and John were both 
certain that they had received a real 'call' (something like a summons or 
invitation) from the Lord Jesus to serve and they were aware of something of 
the cost of that, as well as of the excitement and opportunity. 
There would inevitably be excitement and no doubt a real 'buzz' from being 
with the Lord Jesus! The disciples would savour those good days when the 
crowds were coming in their droves and they witnessed...a great number of 
people from all over Judea, from Jerusalem, and from the coast of Tyre and 
Sidon, who had come to hear him and to be healed of their diseases. Those 
troubled by evil spirits were cured, and the people all tried to touch him, 
because power was coming from him and healing them all.1 It was Peter and 
John, together with James, who were privileged to see things that others only 
heard about: they witnessed the Lord Jesus raising up the daughter of Jairus 
the synagogue ruler even while the mourners were wailing for her! They 
were present when the Lord Jesus healed Peter's mother-in-law, who was in 
bed with a fever; and Peter wrote about being...eye-witnesses of his majesty. 
For he received honour and glory from God the Father when the voice came 
to him from the Majestic Glory, saying, "This is my Son, whom I love; with 
him I am well pleased." We ourselves heard this voice that came from heaven 
when we were with him on the sacred mountain.2 
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But it wasn't all excitement and enjoying the approval of the crowds when the disciples of the Lord 
Jesus were called to serve. The Lord Jesus never promised the disciples that they would get an easy 
life, or that they would become celebrities! In the three years they spent with the Master they 
discovered how hard it was to be associated with the man from Nazareth,3 the teacher who would 
not conform to the accepted ways4 or the stone you builders rejected, as Peter, later, charged the 
Jewish leaders.5 But, of course, the Lord Jesus reminded them of this: "Remember the words I 
spoke to you: 'No servant is greater than his master.' If they persecuted me, they will persecute you 
also. If they obeyed my teaching, they will obey yours also." 6 
Getting too excited 
The Lord Jesus had sent His disciples out with authority to "Heal the sick who are there and tell 
them, 'The kingdom of God is near you.'" 7 It seems they had a good time and the mission was a 
success. They returned to the Lord in buoyant mood, "Lord, even the demons submit to us in your 
name".8 But the Lord sensed that their excitement was in danger of taking over so that what they 
could see and feel might gain more importance than fundamental spiritual truths. "Rejoice," said the 
Master, "that your names are written in heaven".9 We must never become so involved in service 
that we forget to say 'Thanks' to our Lord for our salvation. Service begins with recognising what 
the Lord has done for us in reaching out to save us. 
Getting too self-absorbed 
I wonder if Peter was having a bad day! 

The Lord Jesus was talking about how hard it is for the rich to enter the kingdom of God and the 
conversation progressed to whether anyone could be saved. "Is it an impossibility?" some 
wondered. Maybe Peter thought the Lord's message was too much, so he blurted out, "We have left 
all we had to follow you!" 10 Was he comparing the way the disciples had responded to the lack of 
response of the wealthy man? Or was he feeling sorry for himself? The Lord expects would-be 
disciples to count the cost, but those already on the disciple path should not be looking back to 
opportunities lost or consoling themselves with the thought that they can impress the Lord with the 
things they have given up. Service continues with a willingness to give up everything and not to 
look back with disappointment at what we have given up. 
Getting too self-centred 
Jockeying for position, getting your request in first, staking a claim to the best seat or just 
presenting a logical case for your own advancement! We see it all the time in politics, the business 
world, and in celebrities as they seek publicity. Disciples of the Lord Jesus are different, of course - 
or are we? James and John's agent in this was their mother! Her request was as stark as it was 
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inappropriate! "Grant that one of these two sons of mine may sit at your right and the other al 
your left in your kingdom" .11 The Lord saw the naked ambition of the two brothers and 
challenged them with a question they barely understood, "Can you drink the cup I am going to 
drink?" 12 Having made their claim there was no backing down. "We can." Was it bravado? Was it 
an attempt to impress? They had no idea what the cup the Lord Jesus was about to drink was; 
thankfully they could never drink that nor can any of us. The Lord Jesus had a path of service 
assigned to Him and it was His very food to stick to it.13 Service is fulfilled by accepting the place 
to which the Lord has assigned us and not trying to outmanoeuvre others. 
Getting too concerned about others 
"What about him?" We are often not satisfied until we've found out what everyone else has been 
assigned to do. That's natural, but it must not get in the way of our service for the Master. Peter, 
having let the Lord down, was graciously reinstated. The Lord had probed him about his love, told 
him some details about where his service would take him, indicated service through to old age and 
even indicated the manner of his death. Perhaps Peter was overwhelmed by it all and just wanted 
to know what the Lord intended for his friend John. 
Peter turned and saw that the disciple whom Jesus loved was following them. (This was the one 
who had leaned back against Jesus at the supper and had said, "Lord, who is going to betray 
you?") When Peter saw him, he asked, "Lord, what about him?" l4 
The Lord's reply was a call to focus on what we are called to do. As Master, the Lord Jesus has the 
right to assign any of us to any role. Jesus answered, "If I want him to remain alive until I return, 
what is that to you? You must follow me".15 Real service for the Master involves us taking 
instructions from the Lord Jesus without concerning ourselves with what others are called to do. 
Ambition 
Although the Lord Jesus showed His disappointment at the self-seeking of James and John, He did 
not disapprove of ambition altogether. It depends what we are ambitious for. The Lord contrasted 
the worldly desire for power and to get higher than those around by saying: 
"You know that the riders of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their high officials exercise 
authority over them. Not so with you. Instead, whoever wants to become great among you must be 
your servant, and whoever wants to be first must be your slave just as the Son of Man did not come 
to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many ".16 
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Followers of the Master must have these attitudes, ambitions and aspirations, as they put God's 
kingdom first17 and with deeply thankful hearts offer themselves in service to the King. 

References: 
(1) Lk.6:17-19 (2) 2 Pet.1:16-18 (3) see Jn 1:46 (4) see Matt.9:11 (5) Acts 4:11  (6) Jn 15:20 
(7) Lk.10:9 (8) Lk.10:17 (9) Lk.10:20 (10) Lk.18:28 (11) Matt.20:21 (12) Matt.20:22  
(13) Jn 4:34 (14) Jn 21:20-21 (15) Jn 21:22 (16) Matt.20:25-28 (17) Matt.6:33 
Bible quotes from NIV 

For further study: 
1. Do we tend to embrace losses or look back regretfully on what has been passed up for the 
sake of Christ? 
2. What things are we ambitious for? 
3. In what ways does it matter to us what others are called to do? 
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The Call of Christ 

Called to Simple 
Dependence on God 

by Geoff Hydon, Toronto, Canada 

A good example 
She is famous among almost every group of Christians. She was 
disadvantaged, yet she did more than many of her generation. No, we are not 
talking about Mother Teresa. The woman in question is the widow the Lord 
Jesus watched, as she gave money to Him.1 Well, you might think she gave it 
to the temple, or its leaders, or some good cause, but He knew she was giving 
it to God. If we appreciate that fully, it might affect the generosity of our 
giving. This humble woman was just doing what all Israelites were called to 
do: to love God with everything and their neighbour as themselves.2 It is 
really no different for followers of Christ.3 We too are chosen and called,4 
and called to become like Him. The Lord Jesus made it clear that He chose 
disciples to be completely dependent on Him, as He Himself surrendered all 
to God;5 that is one of the primary lessons of the well-known passage in Jn 
15 about branches remaining in the Vine.6 
Remember also that the Lord cursed the fig tree that kept the goodness it 
received for its leaves instead of bearing fruit.7 Likewise our problem surely 
is that we are tempted so much to keep what we have so that we can be self-
reliant. But that just brings a false sense of security. We are much better to 
hold very lightly to material things,8 and value very highly the privilege of 
giving anything to God, relying on Him to refill our lives with what we 
need.9 After all, He doesn't need our gifts; it is us that need to give.10 How we 
approach giving   can   be   like   a   barometer,   measuring   our 
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commitment to dependence on God. God measures our giving by what we have left, as evidenced 
in the case of the poor widow. And in this context two of the things that may restrain our giving 
are wrong attitudes: firstly, about really who owns all that we have, and secondly, who can best 
decide how to use it. The widow evidently had a viewpoint that overcame these problems; she 
surrendered herself to God, the true owner and decision-maker. 
Practical wisdom 
Are you one of those Bible readers who values a daily aphorism (a short saying, full of practical 
value)? The book of Proverbs is full of them, and many godly people have included reading a 
proverb alongside their main reading for the 
day. Near the end of the book the following saying arises:11 

Give me neither poverty nor riches.  
Feed me with the food allotted to me;  
Lest I be full and deny You,  
And say, "Who is the LORD?"  
Or lest I be poor and steal,  
And profane the name of my God. 

There is a lot of practical wisdom in these words, and we would do well to approach each day with 
this desire. It is interesting to note that dependence on God is not restricted to those who are poor. 
The wealthy are very exposed to an attitude of self-determination. However, Paul knew that both 
rich and poor alike can find contentment. He says: I have learned to be content in whatever 
circumstances I am. I know how to get along with humble means, and I also know how to live in 
prosperity; in any and every circumstance I have learned the secret of being filled and going 
hungry, both of having abundance and suffering need. I can do all things through Him who 
strengthens me.12 
So dependence brings contentment, not based on our getting more and becoming self-reliant, but 
by giving more and finding satisfaction in what God supplies. 
No exemptions 
We are surely all tested in our dependence on God; you will not bump into anybody who has been 
exempted! But some will be tested more than others. Greater privilege brings greater responsibility, 
so we may expect that those who have been given more by God will be tested more in this than 
those who have least. So it is not surprising to find that a good example in the Old Testament is one 
of Judah's kings. King Jehoshaphat had his reliance on God severely tested, but he proved true the 
New Testament aphorism that God is faithful, who will not allow you to be tempted beyond what 
you are able.13 Jehoshaphat's trial included being faced with an enemy army that seemed well able 
to wipe Judah off the map. In response to prayer, God sent a prophet to 
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tell the king that, contrary to human expectations, victory was secure for Judah. God would fight for 
them. Now here is the thing that convinces us that Jehoshaphat placed absolute dependence on 
God. When he sent out his troops, who did he commission to lead them? Singers. Yes, singers; not 
archers or infantry or charioteers. And as soon as they began to sing praise to God, God kept His 
word and wiped out the enemy army.14 Jehoshaphat had his failings, and it is true to say that his 
dependence on God was partly a result of being afraid, but God can use our fears to bring us nearer 
to Himself. 
As the Psalmist said: Whenever I am afraid, I will trust in You. Perhaps some of us would actually 
benefit from being exposed to loss of some of the things we rely on, so that we would be more 
ready to depend on God. Certainly it is clear from the Lord's teaching in Matt.6 that we should not 
cling to the very temporary pleasures of life, or even the practical 'necessities'. We need to give 
them a proper place, and seek His kingdom and His righteousness. The Lord also emphasized to 
those He commissioned to witness for Him that they should travel with the minimum of everyday 
goods.15 These men went to places they might expect would refuse to welcome them, without 
taking anything to fall back on. They had to rely on God to provide what they needed, and He did!16 
A healthy perspective 
If we are prone to being too materialistic and self-reliant then, for starters, there are six things that 
we can instead pursue to combat wrong-headedness about material wealth. These are listed by Paul 
in his instruction to Timothy on the subject.17 He concludes: But you, O man of God, flee these 
things (which result from a love of money) and pursue righteousness, godliness, faith, love, 
patience, gentleness. You cannot assess these in financial terms. You could try to rate yourself on 
each of them on a scale of 1-10, and then work on the weakest score. However, we are each 
susceptible to evaluating ourselves incorrectly, so we had better not try to do this independently. 
That's not to suggest you or I simply go and ask a friend to do the rating. Rather, I should find 
myself in the company of the Master, and let Him work upon my spirit to show me how I am doing, 
and show me what is good for me. Dependence on God cannot be achieved without prayerfully 
knowing His presence. The Psalmist18 knew the positive outworking of this when he said: no good 
thing will He withhold from those who walk uprightly, for the rest of this psalm is a cry from the 
heart for nearness to God. 
The churches that came into being after the Lord ascended to heaven were exemplary in their 
sharing attitude.19 This is the practical outworking of dependence on God. As we depend on Him to 
supply, we make ourselves available to be part of that chain of His supply to others by sharing 
what He has given us.20 We may usefully consider whether the early growth in those 
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churches was partly attributable to the way in which everyone in the church readily shared with 
everyone else. They gave up title to property, and fund-raised for the needy. James emphasizes the 
importance of this in our Christian testimony too.21 We give up for a God who measures our giving 
by what we retain for ourselves. Our sense of need to keep back a great deal to maintain our 
personal security can become a fatal flaw (as Ananias and Sapphira infamously found out in Acts 
5:1-11). We might almost hear the Son over God's house still saying: 

"Bring all the tithes into the storehouse,  
That there may be food in My house,  
And try Me now in this,"  
Says the LORD of hosts, 
"If I will not open for you the windows of heaven  
And pour out for you such blessing  
That there will not be room enough to receive it."22 

References: (1) Lk.21:1-4 (2) Deut.6:5 (3) Lk.10:25-27 (4) Rom.8:29,30 (5) Jn 4:34; Jn 6:38; Jn 
9:4 (6) Jn 15:4,16 (7) Mk.11:13,14 (8) 1 Cor.7:30-31 (9) Heb.13:5 (10) Ps.50:10-12; Acts 17:24-
28; Acts 20:35 (11) Prov.30:8-9 (12) Phil.4:11-13 NASB (13) 1 Cor.10:13 (14) 2 Chron.20:21,22 
(15) Lk.10:4 (16) Lk.10:17 (17) 1 Tim.6:6-11 (18) Ps.84:11 (19) Acts 2:42-47; 2 Cor.8:2 (20) 2 
Cor.9:12 (21) Jas.2:14-17 (22) Mal.3:10 
Bible quotes from NKJV unless stated otherwise 

 

For further study: 
1. From one viewpoint, the contribution made by Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5:1) appears 

quite generous. What therefore was missing in their attitude toward giving to God? 
2. What are the linkages between dependence on God and spiritual contentment? 
3. Priscilla and Aquila evaluated their lives very unselfishly (Rom.16:3,4). How do we draw the 

line between demonstrating dependence on God in our service without it becoming bravado? 
4. What are the key feature's in Hannah's simple dependence on God to resolve her yearnings 

for children? (1 Sam.1,2) 
5. David faithfully relied on God in the battle against Goliath (1 Sam.17). Should we expect 

amazing support from God if we are lacking in faith that He will indeed marvellously protect 
us? 
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The Call of Christ 

Called to Suffer 

By David Viles, Dulwich, England 

Nobody is immune from it. Job, who knew more than most about suffering, 
observed that Man is born to trouble as the sparks fly upward.1 We know it, 
painfully, when it comes, and we fear it in prospect. Well, we're in good 
company; even the Lord Jesus, contemplating the cross, pleaded with His 
Father: "If it is Your will, take this cup away from Me." 2 So for the 
Christian following the Master, suffering is not to be courted: still less self-
mortification - with its tendency to inflate pride and inhibit submission to 
God.3 The Lord Himself taught that it is right for us to pray, "Do not lead us 
into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one."4 
Yet while God will never tempt us,5 Scripture is uncompromising that God 
can and does test the individual believer. The book of Job focuses at length 
on this paradox, while in the New Testament the Lord said, "In the world, 
you will have tribulation"6 - no doubt about it, then: we are called to suffer! 
Paul adds that every true disciple will suffer persecution.7 This is a hard 
imperative in a materialistic and superficial age -it plumbs the depths of the 
human experience as well as ascending the heights of the divine purpose. It 
is all too easy to approach suffering in the abstract, with the platitudes of 
Eliphaz, Bildad and Zophar-dismissed by the anguished Job as miserable 
comforters.8 Suffering covers, for the believer, a wide spiritual and physical 
spectrum and an infinite degree;9 your suffering is hurtful and is personal to 
you as mine is to me, but we all share mystically in the suffering which is 
experienced by every member of the body of Christ.10 Perhaps you consider 
the statement no chastening seems to be joyful for the present 11 as an 
understatement! If so, we can take heart that through the personal, private 
pain and anguish there is the 'later' 
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of the same verse - later on...it produces a harvest of righteousness and peace for those who have 
been trained by it. (NIV) 
We are not alone 
Just as a loving parent is caught up in the life of his child, so God is intimately concerned with the 
wellbeing of each believer. This goes beyond care and kindness - it extends to a sharing in our 
experiences, both of suffering and of joy. Take the example of the enslavement of the people of 
Israel in Egypt. God heard their cry because of their taskmasters, "for I know their sorrows".12 He 
heard because He reveals Himself as sharing in - empathising with - their misery: in all their 
affliction He was afflicted.13 It is immensely comforting -and fundamental to an understanding both 
of suffering and of how a loving God can presume to test those He loves - to comprehend in 
wonder that He weeps with those who weep and deigns to suffer alongside us. 
The wonder does not end there, of course. Sharing in the human experience from the security of 
heaven was not enough - creating complete empathy was the purpose of the incarnation of God the 
Son: as the children have partaken of flesh and blood, He Himself likewise shared in the same.14 
The fact that the Lord Jesus shares in our humanity extends and reinforces the identification of the 
Godhead with suffering saints - in that He Himself has suffered...He is able to aid those who are 
tempted. 15 That sharing involved for the Lord of glory the taking of the lowest place - owning 
through gritty experience the early realities of rejection, homelessness and insecurity and, finally, 
the humiliation of Calvary. 
So, while we rejoice that our ultimate destiny is to be like Him,16 that process of identification must 
inevitably involve a calling to suffer as we live counter-culturally in obedience to Him. Paul 
understood clearly the part played by fellowship in His sufferings in attaining to an intimate 
knowledge of Christ,17 while Peter brings the process of identification full circle just as Christ 
brought glory to God by His sufferings so do we by our willingness to suffer for Him.18 In 
comparison, they're merely light afflictions!19 
Later on... 
Ask the average person about suffering and the response will probably be a negative one. While, as 
we have seen, the disciple will, like anybody else, avoid unnecessary suffering, he or she will 
discern, as Job did after all his afflictions, the end intended by the Lord: that He is very 
compassionate and merciful.20 Throughout Christian history, commentators have marvelled at the 
ability of the Christian to persist in believing in a good and loving God despite personal pain and 
suffering. This was no easy task for Job in ancient times,21 just as it may be a challenge for some 
called to particularly intense affliction today, even to persecution for His name. 
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The Bible is unequivocal that there is a divine purpose in suffering - the 'later on' of Heb.12:11. 
Suffering is not in itself the aim - it is only part of God's loving purpose as the master Potter to 
make of such unpromising clay as you and me vessels of mercy...for glory.22 These will be no 
ordinary kitchenware - God has taken, and is taking, infinite pains to transform each one of us into 
a genuine work of art -predestined lo be conformed lo the image of His Son.23 To be, as Christ, 
holy and without blame before Him in love.24 There can be no higher, nobler destiny, ornamenting 
us to share eternity with Him. 
Clay, of course, is inanimate and we are not. Sometimes we wander far from the Potter's studio and 
it takes the loving Potter - who never gives up on us -to jolt us back to our priorities. 'God 
whispers...in our pleasures, speaks in our conscience, but shouts in our pains.'25 Sometimes we need 
that jolt - only 'later on' do we recognise the peaceable fruit of righteousness as God recommences 
His work of embellishing our characters.26 
With some of us, that work may be starting from a very low base. Here we shift the image, from 
the potter who looks only to the finished result to our loving heavenly Father who loves us for what 
- and despite what - we are. Unremittingly, inexorably, He changes us, developing our faith and 
character into that which pleases Him. As a man chastens his son, so the Lord your God chastens 
you.27 This statement, again, runs counter to a culture where the concept of fatherhood is rapidly 
losing meaning, but the Bible is crystal clear -without chastening...then you are illegitimate and not 
sons.28 'Later on' the sensitive ('trained') believer will recognise the harvest it produces - a further 
step towards the righteousness and peace exemplified in the character of Christ. 
That character - as it fills the believer - is developed in Scripture and by experience. The image 
changes again, this time to the work of refining the purest gold.29 The righteousness and peace of 
Christ includes patience, experience and hope among other qualities, all springing from the 
refining effect of tribulation.30 Even Paul had to learn that his painful thorn in the flesh was the 
work of the divine Refiner purging out the dross of human pride,31 proving the reality of a faith 
tested by fire.32 
As Job found in his suffering, the effects of submission to the will of God cannot be contained - 
others will be intrigued or inspired. Eternity will reveal how profoundly and fruitfully individual 
saints have witnessed - usually unknowingly - through their conduct under suffering, and how 
greatly other saints have been encouraged thereby.33 To bless those who persecute you34 reflects 
powerfully the character of Christ who suffered...the just for the unjust. 35 
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Later, later... 
If the Lord had only said in the world you will have tribulation, every day of our earthly existence 
would be bleak. But, He continued, be of good cheer, I have overcome the world. 36 The comfort 
and reassurance of that 'but' are surely incalculable for all believers in their suffering. If we have 
found Scripture uncompromising in stressing the inevitability of suffering for the Christian, let us 
rejoice that, time and time again, there is a closely associated emphasis on the glory that shall 
follow...later!37 Compared with the exceeding and eternal weight of glory, our present afflictions 
are light.38 

On the other hand, perhaps we might feel our sufferings are genuinely light compared with those of 
others. But only the Lord knows what the future holds. 'Our Father refreshes us on the journey with 
some pleasant inns, but will not encourage us to mistake them for home.'39 

References: 
(l) Job5:7 (2) Lk.22:42 (3) Col.2:20-23 (4) Matt.6:13 (5) Jas.1:13 (6) Jn 16:33  (7) 2 Tim.3:12  
(8) Job 16:2 (9) E.g. hatred, exclusion, reviling, calumny - Lk.6:22: chains and plundering - 
Heb.10:34 (10) 1 Cor.12:26   (11) Heb.12:11 (12) Ex.3:7 (13) Isa.63:9  (14) Heb.2:14  
(15) Heb.2:18 (16) 1 Jn 3:2 (17) Rom.8:17; Phil.3:10 (18) Jn 21:18-19; 1 Pet.2:20 (19) 2 Cor.4:17 
(20) Jas.5:11 (21) See particularly Job 16 (22) Rom.9:23 (23) Rom.8:29 (24) Eph.1:4  
(25) C.S. Lewis: The Problem of Pain, Ch.6 (26) Ps.119:67 (27) Deut.8:5 (28) Heb.12:8  
(29) Job 23:10 (30) Rom.5:3-4 (31) 2 Cor.12:7-9 (32) 1 Pet.1:6-7 (33) 2 Cor.1:3-5 (34) Rom.12:14 
(35) 1 Pet.3:18 (36) See note 6 (37) See, for example, Matt.10;39; Rom.8:17-18; 1 Pet.4:12-13; 1 
Pet.5:10 (38) See note 19 (39) C.S Lewis op cit. Ch.7 
Bible quotes from NKJV unless otherwise stated 

For further study: 
1. How do you persist in believing in a loving God when you experience personal pain? 
2. In what way does it help to know that God deigns to suffer alongside us? 
3. How would you sum up in your own words the divine purpose in suffering as revealed in the 

Bible? 
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The Call of Christ 

Called as We Are 

by Edwin Neely, Brantford, Canada 

God doesn't think and do as we think and do, and clearly He does not think 
and do as we think He ought: "For My thoughts are not your thoughts, nor 
are your ways My ways," says the LORD. "For as the heavens are higher 
than the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and My thoughts than 
your thoughts." 1 An example of a difference might be seen when God called 
Abraham to be a father of nations. He gave him a wife who was barren. 
Eventually, contrary to all nature, he had a son, Isaac, who also received a 
barren wife. Ultimately, however, Jacob was born. Jacob, Isaac's son, in 
turn, married a girl that he did not love and another whom he did, but who 
was also barren. Three barren generations, according to human wisdom, is 
hardly the way to propagate and populate a multitude of peoples and nations. 
We simply would not have done things that way! God's ways are not our 
ways! 
Again in the New Testament when God desired to develop a people for 
Himself, a capable people endowed with wisdom and ability, He began with 
a very small group of very incapable, unlearned and seemingly undesirable 
men. Had the religious leaders and the rabbis of the time been garnering 
disciples, they would have chosen from the ranks of the ceremonially clean, 
the ones they thought righteous according to the Law, men of sufficient 
intelligence and interest to study the Torah, perhaps with a view to 
becoming rabbis themselves, certainly men who were examples to others, 
who could display sterling disciple qualities; (men whom John the Baptizer 
through the Spirit's wisdom called offspring of vipers.2) 
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Instead, Jesus, doing His Father's will, called to Himself a curious cross-section of contemporary 
society: down-to-earth and somewhat self-centred fishermen, more concerned with who was 
greatest among them than the Great One who walked in their midst; zealots who were in almost 
constant revolt against the Romans rather than those who were zealous for the things of God; a 
despised turn-coat tax collector suspected of fleecing rather than feeding God's sheep; and one 
other who seemed to rob them blind, whose end was destruction. Jesus' twelve disciples excluded 
His very own family, though after His crucifixion some are named as part of His people. His 
disciples had a mixture of Greek and Semitic names, perhaps a Judean along with Galileans, 
indicating a real microcosm of the Judaism of His day. 
Nor, as we see, was this to be a unique choosing of disciples, as Paul reminded the Corinthian 
church: For you see your calling, brethren, that not many wise according to the flesh, not many 
mighty, not many noble, are called. Hut God has chosen the foolish things of the world...the weak 
things...the base things...the things which are despised...and the things which are not, to bring to 
nothing the things which are, that no flesh should glory in his presence.3 The wisdom and nobility 
of this world might have been highly prized by those of Corinth and those like them of Greek and 
Roman origins who prized their wisdom, but again we are reminded of the vast differences between 
the ways of God and men. Not only is the word of the cross foolishness to those who are perishing, 
but God still uses those who might be considered foolish and of no consequence to convey His 
message, fools for Christ's sake.4 It is not the brilliance, strength and nobility of man that can 
appreciate the plans of God, not human self-confidence, but self effacing faith that opens for us the 
narrow way and an understanding of His Word that enables us to realize that we have the mind of 
Christ.5 If Christ had chosen His own followers on the basis of human wisdom and good breeding 
the twelve apostles, the heroes of the New Testament, as well as us might well have been passed by. 
Instead He chose the very ordinary, turning human understanding and the worldly way of thinking 
upside down, that He might do extra-ordinary things through His own to His glory and one day 
receive them - and others through them - into the glorious courts of heaven. 
Not only were the unschooled and ignoble called to discipleship and the fellowship of the Son of 
God, but a long list of those possessed in earlier days of the grossest sins had been likewise called, 
washed, sanctified, justified in the name of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God,6 not 
because God had any affinity with iniquity, but to demonstrate His grace and mercy and to prove the 
efficacy of the sacrifice of Christ on their behalf. God has called the dead in transgressions to life 
in Christ and as those so called we glorify His name. 
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In the wisdom of God not only has the way of salvation been hidden from the wise and 
understanding and revealed to babes, but the path of the disciple as well seldom discloses to the 
unbeliever the glories that shall be and the peace we have now in our hearts. Even the Apostle Paul 
was considered foolish, was defamed in his ministry, dishonoured, disgraced, reviled, persecuted 
and considered the off-scouring of all things. He laboured at his own expense, and was sent out as 
Christ was sent out; a lamb in the midst of wolves, weak for the sake of the weak, a servant of men 
that his Master might be glorified and the gospel might flourish. At times even reviled among 
churches that should have known better, he suffered at the hands and tongues of his brethren. His 
day of acknowledgement and reward awaits God's soon-coming day of recompense. 
God, like Paul, does not wish that His message be distorted by association with the things that are so 
prized by the wisdom of this world. Those things, which James describes as sensual and demonic, 
are the very antithesis of the wisdom that is from above, which is pure, peaceable, gentle, 
reasonable, full of mercy and good fruits, unwavering and without hypocrisy.7 All in the New 
Testament churches and we ourselves were called as we were; 

Just as I am, without one plea,  
But that Thy blood was shed for me,  
And that Thou bidd'st me come to Thee,  
O Lamb of God, I come!8 

It has not yet been revealed what we shall be, but we know that when He is revealed, we shall be 
like Him.9 In the meantime we should strive daily to be more like Him here and now. That desire, 
rather than an undue striving to excel in the things of the world, is to be our aim.10 The Holy Spirit 
through the Word of God reveals what a balance in these things should be. 
We are not, therefore, to continue in the behaviour and character in which we were called. We 
commence our discipleship as infants in Christ. Then we are taught and begin to grow. We find that 
the message of the cross which at first attracted us through the Spirit's gracious working contains 
more than justification. It concerns our sanctification; it concerns a renewal of attitude and action in 
response to the revelation of God; it calls for righteousness in thought and deed. It teaches us that 
the way to exaltation is humility and often humiliation, the way of obedience the way to the 
revealed wisdom of God. Our involvement in this call by Christ is to an active rather than passive 
participation in what God has called us to, an inclusion in something amazingly and completely 
different from what is all around us. We actually talk to God and expect answers! We are invited to 
bring our praises right into His very sanctuary. We are welcome to discuss our individual concerns, 
but more than that, when as a people for God we present the fruit of lips making 

25 
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confession to Christ's name11 we join with saints, angels, and heavenly beings, thrilling the heart of 
God with thoughts of His Son. Thanks be to God that we were called as we were! Thanks be to 
God that we are not now as we once were! Thanks be to God that there are even better things 
ahead! 

References:  
(l) Isa.55:8,9 (2) Matt.3:7 RV (3) 1 Cor.1:26-29 (4) 1 Cor.4:10 (5) 1 Cor.2:16     
(6) 1 Cor.6:9-11 (7) Jas.3:15, 17 (8) C. Elliott   (9) 1 Jn 3:2 (10) 1 Cor.7:17, 24  
(11) Heb.l3:15 RV 
 
Bible quotes from NKJV unless otherwise stated 

For further study: 
1. Why did Christ not choose His followers on the basis of human wisdom? 
2. Ought this to promote a passive or active response from us? 
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The Call of Christ 

Called to Obey 

By James Needham, Birmingham, England 

No man ever spoke like this Man! That was the assessment of the officers of 
the guard sent to arrest the Lord Jesus on the great day of the feast of 
tabernacles.1 Their exposure to His teaching may have been brief, but they 
quickly shared the astonishment of the crowds at Him who taught them as 
one having authority.2 His authority derived from the conviction and 
wisdom with which He spoke, the signs which accompanied His teaching 
and the unfailing precision with which He carried out everything He taught. 
Yet, above all these things, the unparalleled authority which characterised 
the Lord Jesus had a more fundamental origin, for the one who enraptured 
the crowds and enthralled the guardsmen of His enemies was none other 
than the eternal Son of God. 
The authority of God 
The Scriptures consistently assert the authority of God. Its foundation is in 
who He is; its claim through His combined works of creation and 
redemption.3 Today, the Lord Jesus bears this authority as the heir of all 
things through whom God has effected His great creative and redemptive 
works.4 His investiture with this supremacy occurred in the eternal ages 
before He was revealed in flesh, for by the time of His ministry the Father 
had given all things into His hands.5 So He could declare that all things have 
been delivered to Me by My Father 6 and all authority has been given to Me in 
heaven and on earth.7 This was an authority He displayed over creation in 
His life, over death and Hades in His resurrection and which is now seen in 
the one who is far above all principality and power and might and dominion 
with all things under His feet.8 The 
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sceptre which He wields demands the obedience of those He now calls to Himself. 
In both the Old and New Testaments, the word translated 'to obey' is closely associated with 
attentive hearing. In the New Testament, the word literally means 'to hear under'. Listening is 
involved, and submission to the one whose voice is heard. The Lord Himself, as the obedient Man, 
daily engaged in attentive and submissive listening to the voice of God,9 for the law of God was in 
His heart.10 What He displayed so majestically in His own life, He seeks in those He calls,11 that 
they too might have open ears, listening attentively to His word and practising its daily 
observance. 
Preaching the kingdom of God 
The authority of God and the call to obey Him was at the heart of the message. The Lord Jesus who, 
at the beginning of His public ministry, came to Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom of 
God.12 This was the purpose for which He had been sent,13 which He fulfilled in earnest as He went 
through every city and village, preaching and bringing the glad tidings of the kingdom of God.14 His 
message concerned the good news of the prospective fulfilment of God's purposes in Him, that God 
would gather together a redeemed people for His own possession and make of them a kingdom 
amongst which His rule would be acknowledged and His will given expression on the earth. This 
operation of divine rule would not be carried out within the confines of an earthly realm, as it had 
been in Israel's day;15 instead, it would be made known through the Holy Spirit to those bornanew by 
redemption in Christ, that by obedience to the Word of God entry into this kingdom might be 
secured.16 
The message which the apostles received from the Lord also addressed this essential remit,17 not 
only during the years of His ministry, but also in the witness of the early churches of God. The 
importance of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God18 was emphasised in the forty days 
following His resurrection, when this formed the basis of His teaching to His apostles. So, on the 
day of Pentecost when the harvest of 3,000 was gathered in, they were ready to act in accordance 
with the pattern they had received; but more particularly, the teaching of those forty days 
characterised their gospel preaching throughout the lands in which the churches of God operated as 
they preached the things concerning the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ.19 
Paul too, who had not been present when the Lord revealed to the apostles the mysteries of the 
kingdom of God,20 preached this kingdom. In Ephesus, he spent three months reasoning and 
persuading concerning the things of the kingdom of God21 not failing to declare the whole counsel 
of God22 which in coming days the Ephesians would have to defend against wolves creeping in 
amongst the flock. 
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Obedience and the call 
So the pattern of Biblical evangelism centred on the authority of God and the necessary response it 
demands. The call of God requires obedience in two ways: first, the hearer must obey the call; and 
secondly, obedience to the call will bring the hearer into committed, life-long obedience to God. 
When the God of glory called Abram, by faith Abraham obeyed.23 This was Abram's necessary 
response, but it was not an end in itself, merely the vital first step in a life-long calling to 
submissive and faithful obedience by which he would meet the desire of God, to walk before Me 
and be blameless.24 This pattern in Abraham's experience was repeated in Paul's. Saul of Tarsus 
was not disobedient to the heavenly vision by which he was called,25 but that initial step committed 
Paul to permanent allegiance to His Lord whose sovereign authority he now acknowledged, even 
above the value of his own life, that he might finish my race with joy, and the ministry which I 
received from the Lord Jesus.26 
The supreme authority of the Lord Jesus demands that those who respond to His call are obedient to 
Him who called them. Again, the obedience is two-fold. First, the Lord desires a personal obedience 
borne out of deep gratitude for the saving work of Calvary. The standard is high for it corresponds 
to an incalculable cost: He died for all, that those who live should live no longer for themselves, but 
for Him who died for them.27 This personal obedience must then be displayed in collective 
obedience which God seeks in a people gathered together and separated according to His will to be 
moulded by the pattern revealed to them in Scripture. In this, the saints in Rome were commended, 
that having once been slaves to sin they now obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine to which 
you were delivered.28 The image used is that of the foundry, where molten metal is poured into a 
cast to take the shape of the mould. So they had been delivered into the apostles' teaching, known 
also as the Faith29 and firmly based in the Lord's own forty-day teaching of Acts 1:3. As a cast, it 
had shaped them according to God's consistent design to be observed throughout the churches.30 
The Gospel call today 
Today, the gospel which the apostles preached is in our charge and we will do well to reflect the 
essence and conviction of their message, declaring at the heart of the gospel the sovereign authority 
of the Lord and His unanswerable claim on the lives of men. The day will come when the 
obedience of all the peoples shall be to Him,31 but until then we proclaim the Lord Jesus who was 
crucified and has now been made both Lord and Christ.32 In the gospel of God's glory we find the 
loving invitation and the free gift, but it also comprises the command of a holy God33 calling men 
to repentance and obedience. It is not open to us to tell of the loving Saviour, yet omit the 

29 
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conviction call to obedient service. We must declare the whole counsel of God who has invested His 
Son with unanswerable authority, issuing the call as He did, and the apostles in His stead, 
commanding men to respond in attentive obedience to the gospel of the kingdom of God, whereby 
they may be found under His beneficent rule as servants in the place where His glory dwells. 
 
References:  
(1) Jn 7:46 (2) Matt.7:29 (3) Deut.32:4,6,10-12 (4) Heb.1:2-3 (5) Jn 13:3  
(6) Matt.11:27 (7) Matt.28:18 (8) Eph.1:21-22 (9) Isa.50:4-5 (10) Ps.40:6-8 (11) Matt.7:24-27 
(12) Mk.1:14 (13) Lk.4:43 (14) Lk.8:1; Lk.9:11; Lk.16:16 (15) 1 Cor.15:50 (16) Jn 3:3,5  
(17) Lk.9:1-2,60; Lk.10:9 (18) Acts 1:3 (19) Acts 8:12 (20) Lk.8:10 (21) Acts 19:8  
(22) Acts 20:25-27 (23) Heb.11:8 (24) Gen.17:1 (25) Acts 26:19 (26) Acts 20:24  
(27) 2 Cor.5:15; 1 Cor.6:19-20 (28) Rom.6:17 (29) Jude 1:3 (30) 1 Cor.7:17; 1 Cor.11:16  
(31) Gen.49:10 RV (32) Acts 2:36 (33) Acts 17:30 
Bible quotes from NKJV unless stated otherwise. 

For further study: 
1. In what way does the Biblical pattern of evangelism centre on God's authority? 
2. If Gospel preaching is to be authentic what must we ensure is included in 
the message? 
3. What does 'taking up our cross daily' for the Lord involve? 
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The Call of Christ 

Called to Die 

by Brian Johnston, Leigh, England 

The policeman leaned forward, placing his elbows on the desk between us. He 
looked me in the eye, and said in a slow, deliberate manner: "You know what 
Phil.1:21 says, don't you?" 
I had inquired whether it was safe to travel into the interior; to the uplands of 
the Philippine island where the pot-holed concrete roads give place to rutted 
tracks which ascend, precariously at times, into the hills. Those hills conceal 
rebels fighting against the national government, ever on the look-out for 
opportunistic hostage-taking. 
Without so much as pausing to see if I would reply, the duty officer proceeded 
to answer his own question: "For [you] to live is Christ; to die is gain.'" Then he 
added, "So what's your problem?" 
Precautions later suggested by the officer and his colleagues were followed and 
we did go, and I'm so glad we did. The Church of God in Liguyon is now 
planted on those green and fertile uplands. What's more, the church company 
there has more than doubled in number in its first six months. Memories of 
ancestral spirit worship can still be recalled, but theirs is now the joy of 
worshipping 'in spirit and truth'; some, at least, have really absorbed the biblical 
revelation (in Heb.10:19) that God's gathered people enter the Holy Place in 
heaven as they worship around the Lord's table each 'Domingo' (or Lord's Day1) 
This is a young church that delights in salvation 'by grace...through faith',2 and 
one that's characterized by sweet singing and thunderous 'Amens'! To sit in 
their simple bamboo lattice building perched on the mountainside, amid their 
worship and later to enjoy their child-like response to the Word of God is 
nothing short of thrilling. The older ones show their commitment by walking 
for 
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four hours in the sun to remember their Lord; while the youth engage in monthly all-night prayer 
meetings. 
One young servant of Christ who's been so helpful to this fruitful ministry has selflessly expended 
himself for their progress in the Faith. And he talks about some of their own number who 'work 
tirelessly' and especially of sisters who give of their time and skills 'voluntarily' for the good of the 
community. It reminds me of the secret for a fruitful ministry which the Lord Jesus stated in Jn 
12:24-26: 'unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains alone; but if it dies, it 
bears much fruit. He who loves his life loses it, and he who hates his life in this world will keep it 
to life eternal. If anyone serves Me, he must follow Me.' 

This is hating one's life in terms of not pursuing the world's applause or approval or even to 
advance oneself in its estimation. How much better it is to share the Lord's things with child-like 
hearts than to earn the plaudits of the wise and intelligent or even to be obsessed with 'street cred' 
in the midst of a 'cool' generation! 

There's a high cost in discipleship, as the Lord fairly warned His followers: "If anyone wishes to 
come after Me, he must deny himself and take up Iris cross daily and follow Me." 3 
Surely Dietrich Bonhoeffer was right when he said, 'When Christ calls a man he bids him come 
and die'. Not necessarily meaning to die physically for the cause of Christ - though it meant that for 
him, of course, as it has for many others - but to die to our own will, desires and preferences, 
spurning selfish ambition and all that this world system has to offer in terms of its vain glory. It is 
to understand that the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ is the means of our being crucified to the 
world and also it to us.4 It is to go 'outside the camp' with a world-rejected Saviour.5 
Thomas was one of the first disciples whom the Lord called, and he understood something of this. 
We remember him for his doubts, but let's also remember him for his dedication: Thomas, who is 
called Didymus, said to his fellow disciples, "Let us also go, so that we may die with Him.(' 
That sets the standard for all disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ from the humid archipelago of the 
Philippines to the bustling centres of the patronizingly self-styled First World. 

References:  
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(6) Jn 11:16 
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The Call of Christ 

Called as Saints 

by David Woods, Manchester, England 

Once, when preoccupied with legitimate distractions in Paris' Charles De Gaulle 
airport, I didn't hear the boarding call for my flight home to Manchester. Right 
at the last moment I noticed the time, raced to the gate to be greeted by some 
disgruntled French ground staff. "We've been calling for you. Please board 
immediately. You're the final passenger." It had been a close call! 
God is calling too, but not all hear it. Some hear it, but don't respond as fully as 
God desires. It's a call to become an integral part of something that is so 
precious to Him - a call to be found among God's people: His saints who are 
gathered according to His will. Have you heard it and responded? 
God's desire for every believer is that they be joined harmoniously with others 
and together obey the commands of the Lord and follow His teaching as it's 
been revealed in God's Word. Such believers will be baptised and added to a 
local church of God, and will enjoy meeting together for fellowship, for prayer, 
for teaching and for the Remembrance, or the 'Breaking of the Bread'. Such a 
group of disciples is known as a Church of God.1 
Paul greeted the individuals who together formed the local Churches of God in 
Rome and Corinth as those who were 'called as saints' and 'saints by calling'.2 

Ananias, in his conversation with the Lord during the vision recorded in Acts 9, 
referred to the early Christians of the Church of God in Jerusalem as 'Your 
saints'.3 
Erroneous teaching has led many to follow a false tradition of recognising 
individuals of immense spiritual character as 'saints', who attain such a status 
only when their lives are reviewed by others after death. How far from the truth 
this is! God's Word reveals to us that those at Rome and Corinth were 'saints by 
calling.' 
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Looking at the original New Testament language brings us a proper sense of what the word 'saints' 
really means. The Greek foundation (hagios) is a word that denotes something 'sacred' or 'holy', 
and is elsewhere simply translated as 'holy'. It's logical, then, to read 'saints' as 'holy ones'. When 
we place this alongside the wonderful scriptures of Eph.1 - He chose us in Him before the 
foundation of the world, that we would be holy and blameless before Him4 - we gain an 
altogether superior view of what 'saints by calling' conveys. It's not a designation based on an 
assessment made by man, but an eternal calling of God. 
Of course, holiness is something that God desires from every believer. Our personal holiness 
facilitates a closeness of ongoing relationship with a holy God. As individuals, we are to be set 
apart to Him, and separate from the defilement of a corrupting world. When Paul wrote to the 
saints in Corinth he encouraged them with the words - let us cleanse ourselves from all defilement 
of flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.5 Paul knew, all too well, the great 
struggle we have in maintaining personal holiness before our holy God. Defilement affects our 
'flesh' and our 'spirit' and can lead to ruin. How right Paul was not to mention the 'soul' in that 
verse - our souls have been forever cleansed and made holy by the atoning work of Christ - it's in 
our bodies and minds before God that we're required to give effect to our salvation with fear and 
trembling.6 
We know those things that defile our flesh and spirit, but we're often guilty of continuing in them. 
How can we guard ourselves against such defilement? Some suggestions might be: 
1) attempting to consciously live each moment appreciating the reality of the presence of God. If 

we know that the Holy Spirit indwells us and we seek to allow him to have His influence in all 
that we do, then our lives lived under such moment-by-moment direction will be holy lives. 

2) laying hold of the wonderful promise of 1 Jn 1:9   If we confess our sins, He is faithful and 
righteous to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness. True and sincere 
confession and repentance before God removes the stains of sin. To confess to Him we must be 
speaking with Him -prayer is vital if we are to be holy people. 

3) spending time in God's Word, reading His repeated calls for His people to be holy. This will 
show us the true standards by which we should live our lives-God clearly tells us what's 
expected! We're encouraged to 'consider Jesus' and to run 'fixing our eyes on Jesus'.7 He's the 
benchmark. 

4) pre-worship self-assessment. The people of God have the great privilege of worshipping God in 
the Holy Place. From Ps.24 we learn that only those with 'clean hands' and 'pure hearts' (cf. 
'flesh and spirit') can ascend the hill 
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of the Lord and stand in His holy place. The weekly practice of reviewing the state of our lives in 
the knowledge that we will enter God's holy presence will have a profound impact on our lives. 
For this is the will of God, your sanctification...that each of you know how to possess his own 
vessel in sanctification and honor...God has not called us for the purpose of impurity, but in 
sanctification.8 Vine tells us that 'sanctification is used of separation to God...the separation of the 
believer from evil things and ways.'9 This is what we've been called to; this is the will of God! 
Holiness is something God desires of every believer, but His purposes don't stop there. He wants 
believers to enjoy what it means to be 'called as saints' -and so to live out lives of holiness 
alongside others. Look back at 1 Cor.1:2 and we'll notice that Paul reminds the saints that they are 
those who have been sanctified in Christ Jesus, saints by calling. 

It takes us back to the Old Testament time when God brought Israel out of Egyptian slavery. They 
were called out that they might be His holy people, a holy nation, a people who together would 
worship Him. He separated them from their past lives, gave them His commandments for holy 
living and constituted them as His holy nation when they accepted His covenant and were 
'separated' to Him.10 This was all a shadow of what God does today with those released from the 
slavery of sin. He gives freedom so that we might, by subsequently obeying His laws and His 
commands, form His holy people. Read 1 Pet.2:4-10 again! 
When Paul was writing his letters to the Church of God in Corinth he was dealing with some 
serious sins and unholy practices that were being accepted by the Church. At the outset, Paul 
reminded them that they were 'holy ones by calling'. It was only right that any blatant and 
tolerated sin was exposed and dealt with appropriately through discipline and ultimately 
excommunication of those caught up in the sin. The holiness of God's people had to be taken 
seriously. They had to learn what it meant to be sanctified in Christ Jesus. The same applies today. 
Those who are 'called as saints' have a personal, and collective responsibility, to demonstrate 
God's standard of holiness in a world that is so full of sin. 

A good place to finish is Eph.1:18—7 pray that the eyes of your heart may be enlightened, so that 
you will know what is the hope of His calling, what are the riches of the glory of His inheritance in 
the saints. God calls us to be 'saints'. Let's strive to be the holy ones He has called us to be. 

References: 
(1) see Acts 2:41-42, 1 Pet.2:4-5, Eph.2:19-22; 1 Cor.1:2 (2) Rom.1:7; 1 Cor.1:2 (3) Acts 9:13  
(4) Eph.1:4 (5)2Cor.7:l   (6) Phil.2:12 (7) Heb.3:1; Heb.12:2 
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(8) 1 Thess.4:3-7 (9) W.E. Vine, Vine's Complete Expository Dictionary of Old & New 
Testament Words (10) Deut.7:6; Lev.19:2; Ex.19:5 
Bible quotations from NASB 

For further study: 
1. How, in practice, do the four suggestions for holy living help us to live up to our responsibility 

- both personal and collective - to demonstrate our status as saints by God's calling? 
2. Describe in your own words how we can survey the majesty of God standing at the summit as 

we worship in spirit and in truth. 
3. How would you distinguish between your inheritance in Christ and God's inheritance in His 

people? 
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The Call of Christ 

Called to share a heavenly 
calling 

by Keith Dorricott, Toronto, Canada 

Jim Hayhurst, in his book 'The Right Mountain'1 describes what it's like to be 
on an expedition to climb Mount Everest, the highest mountain on earth. 
Reaching the summit is paramount and all efforts are devoted to achieving 
that. Along the way there can be many difficulties and setbacks, but what 
keeps the team going is the prospect of 'getting to the top'. He says that, when 
the going gets tough, you don't lower your sights, you just increase your 
support. At one point in their climb, this involved the team tying themselves 
to the side of a vertical cliff three thousand feet high, in order to have a place 
to sleep to be able to make it to the summit. It was either that or go back. He 
said that they certainly made sure those ties were very secure! Eventually the 
team made it to the top. 
In these articles we have been exploring what is involved in pursuing our 
calling from God as disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ. There are many causes 
to which we can devote our lives; many inspiring challenges; many worthy 
endeavours. Younger people in particular are often urged to find out what 
their passion is and then pursue it to the full, to make the most of life. But the 
calling that we have been given far exceeds the best of those, whether we 
realise it or not. The Lord of heaven is calling us to go to the very top, to have 
the highest experience possible for human beings, and to give ourselves 
entirely to it. What a tragedy if we miss it! 
The Lord Jesus is now engaged in the gathering together of what He knows 
His Father longs to have - true worshippers who will worship Him in spirit 
and truth,2 not here on earth as used to be the case, but now in 
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heaven itself, where He is. Imagine us going into heaven to worship God there! This in fact is what 
we are called to do - it is a 'heavenly calling'.3 This purpose is occupying Christ in the building up 
of a house for God, bringing together a people for that purpose, to be worshippers who together 
offer up to His God and Father spiritual sacrifices.4 Because we are still living on earth, we gather 
for our worship times in locations here, but what we are actually engaging in spiritually is very 
much in heaven itself, where God is. As God's Son, Christ is building this house, over which He has 
been given total authority; and as the man Jesus He serves as its high priest.5 He is the one who acts 
on behalf of the worshipping people, and represents them before His God and Father in the very 
throne room of heaven. 
In all this he is totally faithful,6 just as He was in His life on earth, totally reliable in everything that 
pertains to God, leaving nothing undone. The question is: how faithful are the worshippers that He 
wants to bring? How is each of us as a believer in Jesus Christ responding to this heavenly call? 
Because we are not guaranteed this privilege - it requires our faithfulness, too.7 What if we lose sight 
of the top? Or what if we've never seen it and don't realize that it is there for us to reach? What if 
our awareness of our calling is very limited? What in fact must we do in order to be part of this 
privileged company, to be one of the active partakers of our heavenly calling? 
The first thing we must do is come to Christ to be built into this spiritual house.4 We are already 
believers in Christ, but we must also put ourselves under the one who has the full authority as Son 
over God's house.7 We do this when, as genuine disciples, we are baptized into the name of the 
Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit (giving Christ His rightful place), and then are added to a 
church of God to become part of those who together serve Him in His house.8 
Then we must continually hold fast to the confession of our hope.9 This is the confession of Christ, 
as the one who makes this worship possible. If we lose that confession of our hope, we can lose the 
privilege of being part of the house of God.10 We will have missed being part of the team that goes 
to the top. The epistle to the Hebrews refers to five ways it is possible to lose it - we can drift away 
due to neglect, we can fall away due to unbelief, we can throw it away by undervaluing it, we can 
turn away from it due to other pressures, or we can be carried away from it by the influence of 
others.11 These are all obstacles to our heavenly calling. 
And then, as we gather together for our times of worship, when in the churches of God we 
remember the Lord Jesus in the bread and wine, we draw near to God in heaven in full assurance 
of faith.12 As we do this, do we truly realise where we are spiritually, and what we are doing? This 
is far removed from our surroundings here on earth. And it isn't just in our imagination, it is 
realizing 
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the reality of it - we are at the pinnacle! What reverence and what exhilaration that should inspire in 
us - every single time! Even though we don't understand it fully, by faith we appreciate it. God has 
said it and so we believe it to be true. We draw near to God, not out of ritual or duty, but out of 
sincere and full hearts. Without the assurance that faith provides, our worship meetings will be 
deadly dull and a waste of time. If we treat it casually, or our minds are somewhere else, or we 
don't realize what is truly going on, we'll be muddling along farther down the mountain, not at all 
experiencing the pinnacle. 
Mountain climbing is not easy. It takes a lot of preparation, and a lot of persistence. When the team 
is on the climb and the going gets very hard, some of them may be tempted to give up. But ask Jim 
Hayhurst, or anyone who has made it to the top, whether it was all worth it, and they are in no 
doubt. Our calling as disciples of Jesus Christ can similarly involve sacrifices and difficulty. Some 
of the articles in this series have examined that side of it - the humility required in serving, the need 
to be prepared to suffer, if necessary, and the self-denial. There are costs to true discipleship. 
Compromise isn't an option. We may object to the confinement of being in something that the world 
regards very lightly, when seemingly more attractive options are being offered. These may tempt us 
to settle for something less than the full privileges of our calling. But, as Jim Hayhurst reminds us, 
we must not lose sight of the top. We must hold on to our confession of hope, by expressing it to 
God - by actually confessing it (just as Jesus did faithfully before Pilate, despite all the pressures to 
save his own skin13). 
Finally, what do we do when we are there? We offer our sacrifices - Through Him then, let us 
continually offer up a sacrifice of praise to God, that is, the fruit of lips that give thanks to His 
name14 Worship is not just having an emotionally stimulating time, perhaps with musical 
performances. Worship is expressing to God our appreciation of Him and His Son, to the fullest 
extent that we are able, so that God receives from His redeemed creatures what he cannot give 
Himself- true worship. Worship is all about giving. All the focus is on Him and His Son. As we 
stand at the summit, and survey the majesty around us, it humbles us, and thrills us. We have seen 
the majesty of our God! We have given to Him what He longs for, but we feel all the benefit. 
That is what we are being offered, fellow-partakers   a heavenly calling! 
Bible quotations from NASB 
Notes:  
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The Call of Christ 

Called to possess God's 
hope 

by Leonard Ross, Aberdeen, Scotland 

Do you have any financial investments? If not, you'll have been spared a lot of 
the anxiety and disappointment that those who do, have experienced in recent 
months. But what about God, does He have investments? He who owns the 
cattle on a thousand hills...the world is Mine and all its fullness has no need to 
invest in material things.1 But He does invest in people, and if you are His 
child, having responded to His call through the gospel, He has invested in you. 
He who did not spare His own Son, but delivered Him up for us all, how shall 
He not with Him also freely give us all things?2 - what an investment! But it's 
a poor investment that gives no return, and surely God expects one on His 
investment, and He will, of course, get this! There will come a day when 
Father and Son will see the labor of [the Son's] soul, and be satisfied,3 when 
the eternal purpose which He accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord is fully 
realised.4 But what about 'today'? 
Previous articles in this series have described the many spiritual blessings 
made available to those who are 'in Christ' not least of which is our 'hope' and 
our 'inheritance'. Peter tells us about these - God in His mercy has begotten us 
again to a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, 
to an inheritance incorruptible and undefiled and that does not fade away, 
reserved in heaven for you;5 these are absolute certainties. But God also has a 
'hope' and an 'inheritance', and that's what this final article is about. Paul's 
prayer for the saints in the church in Ephesus was that you may know what is 
the hope of His calling, what are the riches of the glory of His inheritance in 
the saints, 
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and what is the exceeding greatness of His power toward us who believe.6 
Robert Louis Stevenson wrote, To travel hopefully is a better thing than to arrive', and you can 
perhaps understand what he meant. However, that's not true of Christians. To 'arrive' for them will 
be very far better than the journey they have taken through life's experiences! 
But what Stevenson wrote begs the question of those of us who are Christians: just how are we 
'travelling' in our journey as disciples of the Lord Jesus? God has an expectation that our redeemed 
lives will respond fully to His call. The first article in this series referred to the 'purpose of the call 
and its place in the scheme of things...given in Rom.8:28-29'. How is it that all things work together 
for good to those who love God"? Sometimes life's experiences don't seem to match such a 
statement, do they? It's because whom He foreknew, He also predestined...these He also 
called...justified...glorified. What was His eternal purpose? That those whom He called would be 
conformed to the image of His Son, that He might be the firstborn among many brethren.7 Let's just 
try to understand this uplifting truth, that for the Son to be 'firstborn' - that title of excellence - He 
needs us: all of us who since Calvary are 'in Christ', have responded to the call to salvation. This, in 
turn, involves something which is a great mystery to us: the sovereignty of God and human 
responsibility. There are some things that with our finite understanding we just have to accept by 
faith, and worship the God and the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ! It's true that at salvation we are, 
in God's view, already 'conformed', for whoever has been born of God does not sin,8 but the reality 
is that daily we have a battle with our 'flesh' and the real challenge is daily to show that we are 
indeed trying with best endeavour to conform ourselves by living in a Christ-like way. And so there 
are... 
Things that accompany salvation 
God's hope, or expectation in His calling through the gospel is that we will work out [our] own 
salvation with fear and trembling;9 this does not give us licence to do this as we please. The Lord 
has provided a blueprint for disciple service. We must be clear that no service enhances in any 
sense the security of our eternal salvation, but Peter writes about the need to be diligent to make 
[our] call and election sure...for so an entrance will be supplied to you abundantly into the 
everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ,10 diligent to live in such a way as to 
adorn the doctrine of God our Savior in all things.11 When the Lord during the forty days met with 
the apostles He was speaking of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God,12 this was not the 
'everlasting kingdom' to which Peter referred, but a kingdom composed of obedient disciples, 
united in corporate service according to the pattern of Acts 2:41-42, and as valid and fundamental 
in 2009 as it was back then. 
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Even further back in time, we can read in Deut.32:9 that the Lord's portion is His people; Jacob is 
the place of His inheritance and, dependant upon their obedience to God's covenant then, Israel 
would be identified as a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.13 The New Testament spiritual 
counterpart is what the Lord taught His apostles, and which then became known as 'the apostles' 
teaching', the basis for collective service of disciples then, and now. So God has an expectation in 
His calling that redeemed lives will respond to Him and give their lives in service, and in corporate 
testimony be found as His inheritance today. Yes, we do have an inheritance, guaranteed, but so 
does God, and Paul's longing was that the disciples in Ephesus would be given that spirit of wisdom 
and revelation...[their] understanding being enlightened to know this, and appreciate this as they 
served the Lord there.14 Along with the great panoramic view of the truths of the Body of Christ 
throughout the Scriptures and the eternal purpose which God purposed in His Son, let us be aware 
that He also has a present purpose - as in Old Testament times in a gathered-together and 
identifiable people today. In an increasingly liberal Christian society, fundamental doctrine is not 
really the in thing', and of course we all face the challenge of what, sometimes, seems 
'compromise', but here is the encouragement to try, by His grace and with His power to be... 
Fit for purpose 
'Fit for purpose...the fulfilment of a specification' is one definition. Those whom He called are 
intended here and now to meet the 'specification' of conformed to the image of His Son,15 and the 
wonderful call through the gospel envisages a life of service from those who respond, requiring of 
us, like Paul, to testify to the gospel of the grace of God...preaching the kingdom of 
God...[declaring] the whole counsel of God.16 
Worthy of God's 'investment' in us? Giving Him a return? Fit for His purpose in us? 
References:  
(l) Ps.50:10,12 (2) Rom.8:32 (3) Isa.53:11 (4) Eph.3:11 (5) 1 Pet.1:3-4 (6) Eph.1:18-19    
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For further study: 
1. Describe in your own words how we can survey the majesty of God standing at the summit as we 
worship in spirit and in truth. 
2. How would you distinguish between your inheritance in Christ and God's inheritance in His 
people? 
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Tears 

When words fail 
by Eric Willis, Liverpool, England 

Nelson Mandela, ex-president of South Africa, was incarcerated at Robben 
Island penal colony for his anti-apartheid activities. For 18 years, he worked 
breaking rocks in a limestone quarry beneath the glaring sun. By the time of his 
release in 1990, he had lost his ability to cry: his tear ducts had virtually been 
destroyed by wind-blown grit and the glare from the sun reflecting off the rocks 
had damaged his eyes. In 1995, at the age of 75, he underwent a cataract 
operation on his left eye and, at the same time, the surgeon also redirected his 
damaged tear ducts. 
Tears are a watery solution, containing certain enzymes produced by the 
lachrymal glands above each eye. They flow through tiny ducts over the surface 
of the eye, and help to clean and lubricate it, thus preventing it from drying and 
becoming infected. All this is just a tiny part of the many functions in the 
wonderful working of our bodies. 
Deep emotional experiences, sadness and grief, or even joyful reunions, are 
often expressed in tears. The loss of a loved one, tragic news, or witnessing 
suffering and pain, can overwhelm us and cause tears to flow. Crying is often a 
way of expressing ourselves when words fail. 
There are many references to weeping and tears in the Bible. The Psalmist cried 
out, My tears have been my food day and night.1 Perhaps amongst the most 
precious references, he said, Put my tears into Your bottle; are they not in Your 
book?2 It's as if he senses the preciousness to God of each tear he shed: all 
counted, preserved and treasured by the God who will not 'cause His child a 
needless tear'.3 George Matheson the blind Scottish poet, wrote, 

Teach me the glory of my cross; 
teach me the value of my 'thorn'... 

Show me that my tears have made my rainbow 
as if tracing the promise of a faithful God through trials. 
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Jeremiah cried out to the Lord, Oh, that my head were waters, and my eyes a fountain of tears, that 
I might weep day and night for the slain of...my people! 4 
Joseph was someone who experienced trial and affliction, and on several occasions we find him 
weeping.5 He was sold into slavery, wrongfully put into prison, but finally appointed as one of the 
highest officials in the land of Egypt. His brothers, who had so cruelly ill-treated him, now seeking 
food, were brought before him and he overheard their conversation among themselves; their 
expression of guilt was apparent. He turned himself away from them and wept.6 Finally, in that 
deeply moving scene he reveals himself to them. Joseph could not restrain himself...And he wept 
aloud...Then Joseph said to his brothers, "I am Joseph; does my father still live?"7 The reunion of 
Joseph with his aged father again brought tears; this time tears of gladness and joy. Then Joseph 
fell on his father's face, and wept over him, and kissed him.8 
Jesus wept9: words which evoke deep feeling as we try to explore the mystery of the incarnate Son 
of God, standing at the tomb of one He loved - weeping. Jesus wept (lit. shed tears, a word which 
occurs nowhere else in the New Testament). He shares the grief of Martha and Mary whose brother 
had died, His heart of love and compassion moved to tears: who, in the days of His flesh, when He 
had offered up prayers and supplications, with vehement cries and tears to Him who was able to 
save Him from death, and was heard because of His godly fear.10 Truly in Him, we have One who 
is touched with our own feelings and need. 
Often in our experiences in life we may pass through times when our faith is tried, events and 
happenings overwhelm us and tears are shed. We ask, "Why?" The way ahead seems dark and 
worthless. 
In John's vision on the Isle of Patmos a wonderful state of blessedness is revealed. And God will 
wipe away every tear from their eyes; there shall be no more death, nor sorrow, nor crying. There 
shall be no more pain, for the former things have passed away.11 What a blessed hope we have! 
God knows the way, He holds the key, He guides us with 
unerring hand; Some time with tearless eyes we'll see; Yes 
there, up there, we'll understand. 

(Dr. M.C.Cornelius) 
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A Mighty Misapprehension 

Little angels? 
by Mark Stanley, Aberkenfig, Wales 

How often do you hear a young child described as mum or dad's 'little angel'? 
It's a curious thing, that acts of 'cuteness' or 'good' behaviour are approved in 
such a way. Maybe it's the traditional Christmas nativity play characters with 
golden wings and tinsel that create the misapprehension? 
The angelic visions we see in the Bible are a far cry from this. The living 
creatures in Ezekiel's vision (Ezek.l) with their four faces and four wings - 
creatures able to withstand the burning coals within the throne of God -are 
certainly neither fluffy, nor glittery! 
Isa.6 describes the seraphim, mighty angelic beings, with six wings covering 
their feet and face, constantly declaring the holiness of God. They were 
powerful beings, yet unable to look at the awesome presence of God. 
Then there are the mighty cherubim, first found in Gen.3:24, guarding the way 
back to the presence of God after the fall of Adam and Eve. Cherubim, we 
learn from Ex.25:18-20, are the angels that cover; they are over the throne of 
God, the mighty protectors of God's presence. Not that He needs protection, 
but they are a powerful statement of the strength at God's disposal - a long 
way removed from the paintings of little babies with wings that we see in 
stately homes! 
How amazing must have been the day when Gabriel was called before God's 
throne with the cherubim over, the seraphim around and the living creatures 
within it. God gave Gabriel a task: to go to Mary and tell her that God was to 
come over her as the Holy Spirit, and one who 
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was God would grow in her as the Lord Jesus. I imagine Gabriel must have been shaken as he 
learned the plan of God for salvation. Would the Lord really leave His mighty throne and reduce 
Himself to be a man? Gabriel knew that man was weaker than any angel yet now Jesus was made a 
little lower than the angels.1 
Then, surrounding the human birth of one who was God, we find a host of angels, reflecting the 
glory of God, putting fear into shepherds on the Bethlehem hillside.2 
When the Lord Jesus came to the garden of Gethsemane we see His sorrow and the depths of His 
anguish as He looked ahead to the cost of redeeming His people. God called before His throne 
another angel to be sent into the garden to strengthen Jesus.3 How did the angel strengthen Him? 
Was it with words from the Father? Was it simply the shining reflected glory that acted as a spur to 
Him in His time of deep distress? Whatever form the strengthening took, it gave Him 
determination to go on. 
Isaiah tells us in chapter 53 that He was silent in His suffering; silent before His accusers. Praise 
God for His silence! When the Lord Jesus rebuked Peter for cutting off the ear of the servant of the 
high priest, He said, "Do you think that I cannot now pray to My Father, and He will provide Me 
with more than twelve legions of angels?" 4 Imagine the force represented by 72,000 angels. One 
word and the Lord could have ended His suffering at that point, and yet His silence has enabled our 
salvation. 
How those angels in the courts of the Father must have looked back and forth, from earth to the 
throne, willing the command to come, desperate to save their King and return Him to the throne. 
No command would come to save Him; but it was given to roll the stone away from the tomb 
evidencing the resurrection of the Lord Jesus, now to ascend back to the courts of heaven. 
The Lord Jesus passed all those majestic beings; the thousands of gathering angels, Gabriel, 
Michael, strong angels; to take His rightful place on the throne, between the cherubim, over the 
living creatures and before the seraphim. What a God we have! What a Saviour! 

References: 
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Wonders in Samaria 

Grasping God's Gift 

by Ian E. Penn, Nottingham, England 

The Lord Jesus Christ did no miracles during His visit to Samaria. Yet there 
are many wonders in His meeting with the woman of Sychar.1 It was a 
wonder that a Jew should ask a favour of a Samaritan, that He should have a 
conversation with her in a public place, and, perhaps also, that she should call 
Him "Lord". Greater wonders include the facts that God was then manifest in 
flesh, that He should be weary from His walking, and that He should call 
Himself a worshipper- a Jewish worshipper at that. 
But there is a wonder told before the tale starts. In neighbouring Israel, John 
the Baptist had prepared the people for the imminent coming of their Messiah. 
So successful was John that he drew the people in droves from their homes 
and houses to the desert where many accepted his word. He smoothed the way 
for the immediate success of the Lord's work which soon spread to Jews who 
had not been baptised by John. Yet, just at the time when the Lord's work was 
evidently outstripping that of John, He left it, deliberately passing through 
Samaria and its people whom John had ignored. Thus, unlike the Jews, the 
Samaritans had no inkling of the Lord or His mission and were not in any 
state of expectancy as He slipped without fanfare into their midst. He sat 
wearily at the well of His earthly ancestor that day. To any onlooker two 
complete strangers met there, but how quickly the Lord was into His stride in 
speaking to the woman of her spiritual need! 
It may seem something of a wonder, too, that a person with her past should 
wish to speak about worship, especially since, for the most part, she talked 
completely at cross purposes to Him. Though no doubt footsore, the Lord led 
her step by step to see that He had something 
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she needed, but had not got, and that He was prepared to give it to her freely. He was so convincing 
that she was willing to receive it, albeit without understanding fully what He meant by eternal life. 
Before she could know or grasp the nature of that gift of God about which He spoke, she needed to 
know the Speaker. That revelation, wonderful to all who have 'seen' it, came to her when He 
confronted her with her sins. His knowledge of her ruined life, perhaps triggered by her shadowy 
awareness that her expected Messiah would declare...all things, astonished her and convinced her 
of His authority. Her willingness to confess to her fellow men that all her murky past was known to 
the stranger suggests that she knew by then the forgiveness of her sins. Her joyous words, "Come, 
see a man..." resembles that of the Jewish disciple Philip2 who had also recently come to know the 
Saviour and wished to share his joy with others. That aspect of the tale concludes with the wonder 
of the broadening effect of her testimony, to the people, then to many of the Samaritans and finally 
to the many more who believed Him to be the Saviour of the world. 
She had begun by thinking that she could give him water from the well, but abandoned her water 
pot, no doubt still empty, as a result of meeting Him. Instead, she and her fellow citizens had their 
spiritual thirst slaked eternally as do all who accept Christ as Saviour and so receive eternal life. But 
here is another wonder; the disciples, their errand successfully completed, had come out from the 
city and encouraged their Master to eat. As with the water from the well, He had a greater priority 
which could not be met by earthly food. His food was to do His Father's will. So, thirsty and no 
doubt hungry too, He sowed and reaped a harvest of Samaritan souls as only He could. The tale of 
the weary man, the satisfied woman, water that is not water, and food that is not food has more in it 
than meets the eye, and has much more to say about worship... 

References: (1) Jn 4:1-43 (2) Jn 1:39 Bible quotations from RV 
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Wonders in Samaria 

Together in Testimony 

by Ian E. Penn, Nottingham, England 

God the Father has a deep desire: He seeks worshippers. He seeks them 
amongst sinners who, when converted, can be just the right persons to fulfil that 
desire! Not only is it a wonder that the woman of Samaria was interested in 
worship, but she was particularly interested in the worship of a united or 
collective people - those bound together by a common adherence to ordinances 
of worship, which are acceptable to God because He has ordained them. What 
is more, she knew, even in her unbelieving days, something of the key features 
of what the Scriptures call divine service.1 She recited the importance of birth to 
the worship of the God of Jacob; and that Moses taught worship was to be 
associated with one place (a mountain at that), with one people, and in some 
way with the Messiah. 
The Lord dismissed her erroneous beliefs about worship in less than a 
sentence.2 She was in error about her people's descent from Jacob3 and about 
her people's belief that God could be worshipped in Mount Gerizim rather than 
Zion.4 No amount of belief could compensate for worship that is in error.5 
But, perhaps the greatest wonder of the Lord's first visit to Samaria is that, after 
giving such corrective instruction, He should predict such an unlikely event: 
that the hour was coming when even Samaritans6 would one day worship the 
Father, that is the God and Father of the Lord Jesus Christ. But the fulfilment of 
that prophecy had to wait until, after Calvary, Philip the evangelist went down 
to Samaria.7 There he proclaimed the Christ, and the Samaritans believed. He 
preached the kingdom of God, and they were discipled, being baptised in water 
as proof of that.8 
Finally, in Philip's footsteps, leaders came from Jerusalem who endorsed the 
work, jointly laying hands on each new disciple, each of whom miraculously 
received the Holy Spirit. Thus the Samaritan disciples were invisibly linked 
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in the Spirit to the believers in Jerusalem who had previously undergone the self-same baptism in 
the Spirit.9 By this means, both Jew and Gentile became members of that church later revealed in 
the Scriptures as the church, which is His (Christ's) body,10 a church in which is no sin.11 
They were also linked visibly in testimony with their Judaean counterparts who had earlier passed 
through the same set of divine experiences12 and were a visible church, the church of God in 
Jerusalem. In contrast to the one church, which is His Body, there was sin in these churches. 
Indeed, Peter's last recorded act in the city of Samaria was to discipline Simon the Sorcerer by 
admonition, as he earlier had judged a similar sin in Jerusalem.13 Thus the Samaritans are 
understood to have been planted as the church of God in their city. It is surely a wonder that John 
who only a few years before asked if fire should be called down from heaven to destroy 
Samaritans,14 should now welcome them into the Lord's fellowship of assemblies.15 

Being so filled together with the comparable and visible church in Jerusalem they became part of 
the spiritual house of God, collectively to worship in the 'true' Mount Zion in heaven, there to enter 
into the Holies.16 So, the Samaritans were able to worship in the Holy Spirit, and in the truth later to 
become known as the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ which the Lord through His disciples delivered 
once for all to the saints.17 By this means, the Lord's word to the woman was fulfilled as the 
Samaritans engaged in divine service with their Jewish brethren regardless of nation or race, and 
not merely on earth but in the 'true' sanctuary in heaven. 
The Lord's ministry was approved of God by miracles: powers, wonders and signs,18 but it was not 
so in Samaria. Philip and the apostles exceeded the miracles done by the Lord in working the signs 
of an apostle in the foreign place where the Lord Himself did no miracle.19 Thus the fulfilment of 
the Lord's prophecy was part of that wonder of wonders, greater than any of His miracles:20 His 
obedient disciples establishing first century churches of God not only in Judaea and Samaria but in 
many lands. Almost two millennia have passed, and in our day we see the same pattern of 
churches of God forming the house of God across the globe - possibly a final sample of the great 
original spiritual house built by the apostles and their fellows in obedience to the Lord's 
commands. 
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A String of Blessings 
Life's finishing touch 

by Gilbert Grierson, Knocknacloy, N. Ireland 

Sadie was in her seventies and my job as a nurse was sometimes to get her up in the 
morning. Sadie needed help with washing, dressing, using the bathroom and even 
putting her dentures in. She had her little ritual. When her hearing aid was in place, 
her hair was brushed, her wrist watch wound, set at the right time and fastened in 
place, she would always look for one last finishing touch before being wheeled to 
the dining room for breakfast: "Put my necklace on please." 
That necklace! It was a string of pearls, or what looked like pearls, fastened by a 
delicate gold catch that needed the finest touch to fasten the tiny ring onto a spring 
clip. And my eyesight and clumsy big hands always struggled with the fastener. 
When I finally managed to secure the clip, Sadie was happy. And off we'd go to 
breakfast! 
I've thought of my life like that necklace, like a string of bright blessings, coming 
full circle and fastened with a gold clip. God has carefully threaded on individually 
created bright blessings as He has worked His sovereign will in my life. Often, as in 
the experience of the true pearl which forms as the oyster's response to the painful 
experience of a grit of sand inside the delicate shell, God has allowed hard 
experiences to be the means of creating the blessings. All done to make us more 
like Jesus. 
All things work together for good to those who love God.1 
Blessed...with every spiritual blessing in the heavenly places in Christ.2 
A string of bright blessings only He could design and put in place. And one day, 
when they are complete, He will fasten the clip with perfect precision and 
incomparable timing. All will be finished. 

Bless the LORD, O my soul, and forget not all His benefits.3  
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From Darkness to Light 

Amazing Grace 

An interview with Mark Imoukhuede, Surulere, Nigeria 

One lovely Thursday morning in August 1992, the Almighty God displayed 
His wonderful work of grace when my Dad, Wellington Agbebakun 
Imoukhuede, was born again. He was about 75 years old when this great 
event took place. The change was real and the difference was clear. 
What led up to this change in his life? 
It all started when I was informed about his ill-health. I rushed to his home 
where I met one of my sisters who is a Christian. She had come as a nurse to 
check his condition. After carrying out the necessary tests, she told my dad 
that the results were not good for his high blood pressure and his diabetic 
condition. 
How did you respond when you heard the bad news? 
By this time I had already been speaking to him about the consequences if his 
condition should deteriorate further. I shared with him the Bible verse from 
Heb.9:27: It is appointed for men to die once, but after this the judgement. 
My sister then began to sing a song about the love of God. My dad listened 
attentively, and then he was in tears. This was quite unlike him. I felt the 
power of the Holy Spirit moving in my dad's room where this 'drama' was 
unfolding. Now empowered by the Holy Spirit, I went on to challenge my dad 
about the goodness and mercies of God in his life. "What would you say to 
God when you leave this world?" I asked. "Surely you will have no-one to 
blame but yourself," I added. 

What kind of man was your father? 
Perhaps it would be necessary to say that my dad had been an idolater, a 
witchdoctor and a leader of a secret cult. He was the power of darkness 
personified! For this reason many people who came in contact with him 
feared him  greatly.   Some of us,  his children, had 
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accepted Jesus Christ as our Saviour. Over a period of 27 years, as believers in the Lord Jesus, we 
had prayed for his conversion, we lived out the Christian life as much as we could, and we spoke 
to him of the love of God in salvation through Jesus Christ, His only Son, as often as the 
opportunity opened to us. This lovely day in August 1992 was one of such opportunities. But this 
was different as this was going to be 'D-Day'. 
It's not always easy to witness to a close relative. How did you know what to say to your father? 
I was very sure of the leading of the Holy Spirit as I spoke to my dad of the need to give his life to 
Christ. He had heard the gospel many times, so without repeating what I thought he already knew, 
I asked him if he would give his life to Christ. He answered, "Yes!" Not satisfied with his answer, I 
challenged him about when he would take this step. To my amazement, he said, "Today." "Why 
not now?" I pressed. That was it. He knelt down, eyes closed, and prayed to God, asking for the 
forgiveness of his sins and that God should make him His 'child like my other children'. My dad 
knew that some of his children were saved. After this prayer I showed him some verses from the 
Bible to give him the assurance of salvation. 
You mentioned earlier that many people feared your father. How did he show that he had 
changed and that there was no longer any reason for fear? 
To show evidence of this new life, he burnt up all the 'articles of trade' in the witchcraft business. 
He withdrew from the leadership of the secret cult. His words to the cult members were: "I have 
now been reborn".1 Tough days were ahead of him, but the Lord was with him. Not long after, he 
was also publicly baptised2 and added to the Church of God at Surulere. Two-and-a-half years 
later, he died and went to be with Christ. Amazing grace! 
What do you think we can learn from your father's experience? 
The worst of sinners is saved when they come to God in true repentance and faith in the Lord 
Jesus.3 If Wellington Agbebakun Imoukhuede could be saved, whoever calls on the name of the 
LORD shall be saved.4 

Bible references:  
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Tried and tested 

by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England 

In a few weeks in the autumn of 2008 the economies of the developed nations 
of the world have come crashing down. No-one seems to be exempt; the rot 
started in the USA, with the so-called 'sub-prime' debacle, where money was 
lent to people who could not afford to pay it back, and it spread across the 
Atlantic to Britain and the EC, then to Asia. Each day new lows are reached in 
stock markets, as investors pull out in fear of greater losses. What's the 
problem? The word that you read day after day in the newspapers is 
'confidence' - there isn't any. Banks will not lend money on the security of 
assets because many of those assets have been found to be overvalued, or even 
imaginary, and they are being very cautious about trusting anyone. This is not 
simply a high finance issue; the recession will mean that in the UK alone 
hundreds of thousands will lose their jobs, and tens of thousands their homes. 
What about you and me, as Christians? We can't expect to be exempt from 
what is happening around us, but we can look at problems as 'trials' - tests. A 
'trial' in this sense means much more than our everyday usage, when we mean 
just an irritation, but it's a test of our character and the source of our strength. 
Nobody wants to be tested in this way; in fact, when the Lord Jesus was 
teaching His disciples how to pray, He taught them to ask, "lead us not into 
temptation..." 1 The older English words tend to give rather the wrong 
impression, as though God might incite us to do wrong, but this is 
impossible.2 The Good News Bible gives the sense well; "Do not bring us to 
hard testing..." Nonetheless, we may have to face the test. How do we deal 
with it? 
The stoic way would be to say, "If I can't avoid it, I'm tough enough to suffer 
it." That's very brave, but might 
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it not lead to pride in our own strong-mindedness and scorn for those who are weaker? It's not 
God's way. Over and over again Scripture says, 'Trust in the Lord', particularly in the Psalms. 
Why? Because we know Him, and His character. He is almighty, so no-one can overcome His 
strength; gracious, so that He gives to us what we do not deserve; omniscient, so He knows what is 
best; loving, so He does just that. Trust in God means confidence that what He does with us will be 
for our good in the long term. We may often wish to be rid of a worrying trial, but God may say, 
"No." Paul wrote,...a thorn was given me in the flesh, a messenger of Satan to harass me, to keep 
me from becoming conceited. Three times I pleaded with the Lord about this, that it should leave 
me. But he said to me, "My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in weakness." 3 

Is the result just successful, but aided, endurance? No, it's more than that. Peter writes,...the tested 
genuineness of your faith - more precious than gold that perishes though it is tested by fire may be 
found to result in praise and glory and honour at the revelation of Jesus Christ4, and James adds, 
Blessed is the man who remains steadfast under trial, for when he has stood the test he will receive 
the crown of life, which God has promised to those who love him.5 Some of us in the West will have 
to learn, perhaps painfully, that we cannot trust in the cushion of money, or in the expectation of 
good health; but, if we end up putting our confidence in God, good will have come out of evil. 
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Jesus' relationships 

From Exclusion to 
Inclusion 

by Paul Merchant, Musselburgh, Scotland 

Life is about relationships. Life is about other people. For the Christian, life is 
about my relationship with God and other people. Probably all of us have a 
web of relationships, small or large, with family, neighbours, friends, and at 
church and work. One way we value ourselves is by all the people we know 
and the quality of our relationships with them. 
And the Christian life lived in obedience to God is not only living by God's 
principles and commandments. In the Bible He guides us by the stories of 
people's lives across different countries, cultures and centuries. It's about 
people, not just principles. Abraham, Joseph, Moses, Ruth, David, Isaiah and 
Esther are just a few. Also, God is practical in often telling us through the 
stories of people's lives what problems we can get ourselves into if we ignore 
His advice. 
When we read the life of Jesus, His life was a vast web of relationships. His 
character was revealed through his relationships with His Father God and 
with people. The way the Lord related to people can inspire, encourage or 
cajole us in how we respond to people. 
There are valuable lessons to be learned as we explore how Jesus handled a 
range of relationships. For instance, the way He responded to the needs of a 
marginalized woman with chronic illness on His way to Jairus' house. How 
He related to Peter. How He related differently in various other individual 
cases and how the Lord related to His God and Father and the ways that 
relationship influenced His human relationships. 
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The incident of Jairus appealing to Jesus to come and heal his daughter is recorded in three Gospels. 
It is a compelling story of the Lord responding to the needs of this desperate father above the 
demands of the crowd pressing on Him. En route there is a surprising encounter when Jesus decides 
to stop in His tracks so that He can heal the woman with haemorrhages. With these conflicting 
urgent priorities, Jesus decides she comes first. She came up behind him and touched the edge of his 
cloak, and immediately her bleeding stopped. "Who touched me?" Jesus asked....Then he said to 
her, "Daughter, your faith has healed you. Go in peace" 1 Jesus shows her respect by healing her 
and thereby removes her defilement and gives her dignity. Jesus gives her His time in undivided 
attention, thereby valuing her and calling her, 'Daughter', a name which recognises her as a member 
of Israel. 
Although Jesus has all the power in this relationship, He makes time to create rapport with her by 
wanting to hear her story, she told him the whole truth.2 He affirms her faith by saying, "Your faith 
has healed you," in contrast to those who brazenly reject her. Although 'Go in peace' was a 
standard farewell, here it means much more. She is healed, and we can imagine she also has a 
restored relationship with God and she is released from her social stigma and accepted back into 
her community. She is taken from the outside place of exclusion to a place of inclusion, inside her 
faith community as a daughter within the family of Israel. From being isolated, her healing restores 
her to a web of relationships. Jesus' relationship with this individual enables her to be welcomed 
back by her community. Jesus' relationships have a multiplying effect. 
How does this cameo apply to our lives? We can often be focused and blind to what may be God-
given interruption in our own plans. We may try and be polite and quick in reacting, but Jesus was 
undivided in His care for her. We may give importance to the social status of people, but in 
contrast, the Lord does not give priority to Jairus, the local community leader, but pays full 
attention to this marginalized, weak woman. We may be proud of our ability to fix a problem, but 
Jesus knows it was as much her faith that healed her as His gift to heal. We can be seduced by the 
pride that comes with the compliments of people we value, yet Jesus was not influenced by the 
expectant crowd, but focused on an individual and a family. In the busyness of our daily lives we 
are often reacting to what is urgent and get distracted away from the important, but on this day the 
Lord responds to both the urgent and important. 

References:  

(1) Lk.8:44,45,48 NIV (2) Mk.5:33 
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Jesus' relationships 

Peter - 'First among 
Equals' 

by Paul Merchant, Musselburgh, Scotland 

The disciple Peter's bold, enthusiastic, impetuous character attracts us because 
of his inconsistent, instant reaction to events. He has a strong 'act now, think 
later' tendency! He is like so many of us! 
Peter jumps from a boat to be with Jesus - once walking on water - another 
time wading to the shore. 
He is the only disciple to admit his own unworthiness to Jesus.1 Peter 
recklessly told Jesus that he would never abandon Him, even if others did so, 
then promptly does so himself. He is open and spontaneous in expressing his 
feelings and others appear willing to follow this dynamic leader. 
Jesus has a clear purpose in His relationship with Peter. Jesus calls him to a 
different way of life - from fishing for food to being a fisher of men. In the 
Gospels, the first and last recorded words spoken by Jesus to Peter are, "Follow 
me".2 Jesus cultivates a master - disciple relationship. This tough Galilean 
fisherman is transformed from a local tradesman to become one of the leaders 
of a religious movement prepared to challenge and defy the Jewish and Roman 
authorities. His life is a thrilling story of enduring power and has provided hope 
and inspiration to Christians throughout the centuries since. 
Jesus met him during His ministry and gave him another name. The renaming 
of Simon to Peter - 'Rock' - was highly significant. This name was predictive 
and prophetic. When Simon was given the name he was not yet a rock, but 
needed to be trained into the character and role by Jesus. This new name 
related to his imminent 
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responsibility in the churches of God and his holding the keys of the kingdom. There are also 
moments of tension between the two men. Jesus curtly observes, "Are you still so dull? "3 He asks 
Peter repeatedly if he loves his Master4 and earlier rebukes Peter sharply, "Get behind me, Satan! "5 
This response seems shocking, yet maybe Jesus is challenging Peter to accept His words and 
authority, whether palatable or not, to prepare Peter for being a 'rock' among the early Christians 
and for the complex issues that will face him. Jesus reveals His holiness and obedience by not being 
diverted from the primary purpose of His mission, which Peter had questioned. 
Jesus makes His own life open and available to His disciples. They spend time together feasting, in 
physical danger and in the ministry of healing and teaching. They heard the way the Lord prayed to 
God and wanted Him to teach them. Jesus includes Peter in the inner circle of disciples together 
with James and John and they witness the raising of Jairus' daughter, the Transfiguration, as well 
as keeping watch with Him at Gethsemane. Jesus reveals His own profound spiritual need as He 
enters Gethsemane prior to Calvary and asks the disciples to "Keep watch with Me." Their Master 
exposes His apparent vulnerability to them, and desires their close mutual support. 
Although Jesus shocked Peter by predicting that he would deny his Master, eventually Peter would 
have been reassured that this sin did not disqualify him from service. Later there is forgiveness 
when he meets Jesus in Galilee6 and receives a second chance to "Follow Me." Jesus showed His 
love for Peter by praying for him. Jesus shows His faithfulness to Peter by renaming him at the 
start of their relationship and by forgiving him after his denial three years later. 
After learning in this school of discipleship, Peter, by the power of the Holy Spirit, becomes the 
rock Jesus wants him to be. He led in the first church of God, delivered the first post-Pentecost 
sermon, was entrusted with the revelation of the inclusion of Gentiles, and was the apostle to 
whom Paul presented himself before he commenced his ministry around west Asia. 
Towards the end of his life Peter described the foundation of his faith and his confident hope in his 
God and Saviour, Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! In his great mercy he 
has given us new birth into a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, 
and into an inheritance that can never perish, spoil or fade - kept in heaven for you.7 

References:  
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Jesus' relationships 

Jesus' Web of 
Relationships 

by Paul Merchant, Musselburgh, Scotland 

These days we tend to describe people in different ways from people in Bible 
times. We tend to apply psychological words to people such as 
extrovert/introvert, optimist/pessimist or anxious/easy-going. We understand 
character primarily in terms of psychological development. Yet when we read 
about people in Jesus' time, the Bible reveals character through what a person 
does rather than their personality traits. We are not given a character reference, 
but instead descriptions of how Jesus behaved in His relationships with 
people. There are single incidents such as the woman at the well, or a growing 
relationship as in the Lord's frequent interactions with Peter. 
From the gospel accounts, there seem to be four primary groups that comprise 
the web of Jesus' relationships. There were the disciples - the twelve disciples 
and then the 72. There was his family. Then there were the Jewish authorities 
and members of the crowds. 
Jesus formed long-term relationships with his small group of disciples within 
which there was an inner circle of Peter, James and John. Jesus appears to 
have taught the disciples mostly as a group rather than in smaller groups or by 
one-to-one teaching. He created a small, close-knit discipling community for 
whom he provided growth experiences for their spiritual formation. During the 
early days of His ministry there was clear teaching, shared experiences and 
teamwork in preparation for when He sent them on their itinerant ministry 
around the country. He valued their shared life and also continuity over the 
years until He reached the point when He had shared with them everything He 
had learned from His 
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Father and called them 'my friends'.1 By the time of Gethsemane, trust within the group and with 
the Lord had become such a strong bond that the Lord could reveal His own vulnerability to them 
in His hour of testing. He took Peter, James and John along with him, and he began to be deeply 
distressed and troubled.2 
In contrast, His relationship with the third group, the Jewish authorities, is beset with conflict early 
on. This is highlighted in Mark's account. As early as Mk.2 conflict arises when the paralysed man 
is healed and Jesus exposes the inner thoughts of the religious men who were present. His 
altercations with the Jewish authorities are a recurring thread throughout the gospel, reaching their 
climax with his arrest and crucifixion.3 There are exceptions as with Jairus, Joseph of Arimathea 
and Zacchaeus. 
Unusually, it appears that during his ministry Jesus had a distant relationship with His family as 
His itinerant preaching of the kingdom of God took Him away from the family home. He also 
defines His 'family' in wider terms than blood relations4 and constantly refers to the primacy above 
all things of His relationship with God, His Father. He was always welcome at the home of Mary, 
Martha and Lazarus in Bethany and wept for the grieving women when Lazarus died. He spent 
every night of the week at their home during His last week of ministry in Jerusalem prior to His 
death. 
There is a common feature in the broad web of relationships that Jesus had with both members of the 
crowd and with religious Jewish religious leaders: Jesus valued talking with individuals. There are 
detailed accounts of His encounters with the woman at the well,5 with the woman with 
haemorrhages6 and with the rich young man7 which show how He gives his undivided attention to 
them, for their good. Similarly, He relates to members of the Jewish hierarchy such as Nicodemus,8 
has a meal with a prominent Pharisee9 and invites himself for a private conversation with 
Zacchaeus.10 In this way the Lord reveals how He does not dismiss religious groups with popular 
stereotypes but instead seeks out individuals who are prepared to change. 
The Lord brought to His relationships profound insights into the spiritual condition of those He 
met, sometimes confronting and at other times persuading, seeking to bring the person to 
reconciliation, truth and integrity in their relationship to God. 
He was a demanding Master to His disciples, a combative preacher to the Jewish authorities, an 
inspirational teacher of the crowds and obedient to His heavenly Father whilst honouring His 
human parents. 
Ref. - Christopher Pain, Towards an understanding of Jesus' relationships (Jubilee Centre, UK, 
2007).  
Bible references:  
(1) Jn 15:14-15 (2) Mk.14:33 (3) Mk.14:43; Mk.15:11 (4) Mk.3:31-35 (5) Jn 4 (6) Lk.8:40  
(7) Mk.10:17 (8) Jn 3 (9) Lk.14 (10) Lk.19 
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Out of the Dark 
Continent 

by Lawrence Onyokoko, Port Harcourt, Nigeria 

"Can anything good come out of Nazareth?" 1 Can anything good come out of 
Africa? The African continent has received many names in history. Why was 
it called the 'Dark Continent'? Some thought it was dark because most of its 
people are 'in black', with no idea of civilization. Others thought it was dark 
because they knew so little about it. Some believed it was a dangerous place 
filled with savage people, witchcraft, war, poverty and disease. 
In spite of the odds that are against the continent, you cannot ignore the heat - 
and the warmth of their love for the Lord! Africa - and indeed Nigeria - is less 
in the dark today. We thank God for the power of the Gospel: The people who 
walked in darkness have seen a great light.2 
The quest for truth 
What is truth? Pilate posed this question to the Lord Jesus, who declared 
Himself to be 'the truth'.3 Grace and truth came through Jesus Christ.4 
So much truth is revealed to us in Scripture. Jesus tells us the truth about 
salvation, eternal security, the church the body, the breaking of bread, the 
house of God, etc. Comparatively small numbers of believers in Nigeria have 
understood these teachings and are passionate about them. 
I was saved at age 12. At 18,1 had attended five different churches and was 
not yet fulfilled. I longed for the truth that would set me free. I lived in fear of 
losing my salvation. Most believers in Nigeria still struggle with this basic 
truth. I came into contact with the Churches of God in 1983 during a Gospel 
effort. It was a great relief for me to know that, having accepted the Lord 
Jesus as Saviour, I could never lose my salvation. I understood 
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for the first time Scriptures like Jn 1:12, Jn 10:27-29, 1 Jn 5:11-13. As time went on, I realized I 
needed to be baptized and added to a Church of God.5 This addition brought me into the 'network' of 
the Churches of God.6 I learnt the lesson early that God was more interested in 'heart count' than 
'head count' The appreciation of these truths and the realization that 'God is in this place' have kept 
me going over the years. 
There is the case of a 16-year-old secondary school student who was saved at our Vacation Bible 
Course (VBC) in Port Harcourt two years ago. You could tell from the glow on his face as he told 
his story that he'd had an encounter with the Lord. He asked for baptism and was numbered with 
the Church of God in Port Harcourt. His enthusiasm for the truth is seen in his travelling about 150 
kilometres (after his relocation from Port Harcourt for study) to keep the Breaking of Bread, as 
commanded by the Lord.7 
A man came to my rescue when my car somersaulted while returning from a camp meeting in 
Lagos in April, 2007. Over time we developed a friendship. The man and his wife embraced the 
truth and are currently numbered with the Church of God in Warrii, Delta State. Paul's word to the 
Romans is true of this couple: you obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine to which you were 
delivered.8 On the day of his addition, the man confessed with a brilliant smile, "The difference is 
clear!" 
The Churches of God in Nigeria 
The truth about the Churches of God, however, is still a puzzle to many Christians in Nigeria. 
When asked what church you attend, and you answer, 'The Church of God', the next question 
comes in a form of ridicule: "Which church, then, is the church of Satan?" The understanding 
behind this query is that every church is a Church of God. Is this really the case? When we 
understand that the word 'church' originally referred to a gathering, we need to identify that 
gathering. Jesus referred to the Pharisees' teaching in Matt.15 as the 'precepts of men' - churches of 
men. In 1 Tim.4:1, we read about doctrines of demons - churches of Satan. Saul made havoc of the 
church.9 In recounting his past life, Paul said, I persecuted the Church of God, and tried to destroy 
it.10 The twelve that Jesus called grew to be one hundred and twenty.11 These, along with the three 
thousand baptized believers12 who were added, constituted the first Church of God in Jerusalem. 
There are currently sixteen Churches of God in Nigeria, established according to the same New 
Testament pattern. They are keen to share these truths with all who will listen. Sadly many are 
reluctant to pay the price. 
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Garments for Glory 

The Garments of Ministry 

by Andy McIlree, Greenock, Scotland 

Ex.31:10; Ex.35:19; Ex.39:1,41 
Among the many exciting themes that flow from Genesis to Revelation, God 
has shown that He is the designer of garments. Had it not been for Him, Adam 
and Eve would have left His presence covered but not clothed, wearing fig 
leaves inadequately sewn by their own hands rather than coats of skin from an 
animal sacrificially slain by His. By clothing sinners through the bloodshed of 
a substitute, He foreshadowed the work that His Son would accomplish on the 
cross as Sacrifice and Substitute, enabling each believer to claim Isaiah's 
words: He has clothed me with the garments of salvation.1 
Among the treasures in the book of Exodus we find the Designer at work 
again. This time we see Him clothing Aaron in garments of ministry: a lovely 
phrase which the Septuagint describes as 'garments for worship' (Gr. stolai 
leitourgikai). Unlike Adam, who was clothed for leaving the presence of God 
as a fallen sinner, Aaron was clothed for entering His presence as a favoured 
worshipper.2 If clothing Adam pointed forward to the finished work of our 
suffering Saviour on the cross, clothing Aaron is intended to direct our minds 
to the work of our Priest on the throne. God fitted him for the lofty work of 
ministering in the holy place.3 What an honour! Long before him, angels 
began to do it for they are ministering spirits4 who minister (Gr. leitourgos) 
God-ward. Long after him, the Man of Calvary would do it for He is the 
Minister of the sanctuary and of the true tabernacle.5 Taking his place in the 
shadow of the 
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heavenly things6 Aaron's garments for ministry foreshadowed the work of a more glorious minister 
(Gr. leitourgos), but they also depicted His worth by testifying that His character is holiness, glory 
and beauty.7 
Before concluding Exodus, Moses wrote, the glory of the LORD filled the tabernacle8 and its holy 
atmosphere awaited the answering character of a priest wearing holy garments. These bear such 
remarkable contrast to whatever Moses wore. At the burning bush, God said to him, "Take your 
sandals off your feet".9 It was the only reference God ever made to something Moses wore, and 
holiness required that they should be removed. Perhaps it was His way of saying that the mediator's 
clothes don't matter. This was shown again at the cross when men stripped the Lord and took His 
clothes. He obtained them here and He left them here, but they could never strip Him of the holy 
characteristics depicted in the garments of the high priest. These He brought with Him from above 
when He emptied Himself.10 and He went back home with His nature intact! 
On the most notable New Year's Day this world had ever seen, six men including Moses and Aaron 
responded to the divine call, and God's people followed. Before this enthralled assembly, Moses 
completed the initial work of erecting the tabernacle and then, stepping out from it, he further 
engaged their wonder as he began to put holy garments on Aaron. For the first time, these two 
brothers stood as a combined visual aid to the beautifully related offices of the Apostle and High 
Priest of our confession, even Jesus.11 As the apostle, Moses came out from God's presence to meet 
the people; as high priest, Aaron went in from the presence of the people to meet with God. Moses 
brought God in touch with the people; Aaron brought the people in touch with God. Our Apostle 
and High Priest does both! 
If Israel's men and women stood on tip-toe, endeavouring not to miss a moment of that dramatic 
day, should we not want to take in by the eye of faith something of the glories of Christ that Aaron 
prefigured? In one sense, it was Aaron's day; but in another it belonged to Moses for God used the 
mediator to introduce the glory and beauty of the priest. The mediator's role was vital, and the 
lesson is so valuable: by capturing an appreciation of the One who came to be our go-between, 
praise God, we now grasp real enjoyment of our great High Priest who was foreshown in these 
garments of ministry! 
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(8) Ex.40:34 (9) Ex.3:5 (10) Phil.2:7, RV (11) Heb.3:1 RV 
Bible quotations from NKJV unless otherwise stated 
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Garments for Glory 

The Consecration of the 
Priest 

by Andy McIlree, Greenock, Scotland 

Ex.28:1-2; Ex.40:1-2,12-13; Lev.8 
On that memorable first day of the first month, shortly before commemorating 
the Passover, Moses fulfilled a sevenfold ministry for Aaron. Before the lamb 
was taken and slain, Aaron was installed as high priest so that Israel's 
Passover remembrance would have a priestly association with the dwelling 
place of God. In this he prefigured how those who are redeemed by the 
precious blood of Christ1 are able to remember the Lord together and worship 
in the place where their High Priest leads the praise.2 He is the opposite of 
Aaron who became high priest then kept the Passover, for Christ offered 
Himself as the Passover3 then became High Priest. With His cross-work 
finished, He went home to begin His work as Priest. Almost forty years after 
Aaron's consecration, Moses stood again at his side. Together they went up 
the mountainside where Moses stripped him and there Aaron ended his 
priestly work and died.4 How different from our Lord Jesus Christ who died 
and then entered His priestly work! 
Take...brought 
Lev.8 begins with the Lord's words, "Take Aaron..."...Then Moses brought 
Aaron. We would use them almost interchangeably, but God was careful to 
indicate their real meaning. First of all, Moses received Aaron; then they drew 
near. Had anyone enquired where they were going, Moses would have said, 
"We're drawing near." God had drawn near to His people through Moses the 
mediator, and now the people would draw near to God through Aaron the 
priest. What about 
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us? How can we draw near to God through our High Priest? First of all, we need to experience God 
drawing near to us. Unless we appreciate that Jesus the mediator drew near to bring God in touch 
with us, we will never know the joy of our High Priest bringing us near to be in touch with God. 
When He told Moses to "gather all the congregation " His 'church in the wilderness' was about to 
experience something new.5 
As Moses assembled the tabernacle from the Most Holy Place to the gate, from the mercy seat to 
the altar, the mediator was opening up the way for the priest. He could never stand at the holy ark 
or at the altar unless the footprints of the mediator had been there before him, and God was 
showing that His Son would never serve on the throne for His saints unless His feet had stood at 
Calvary for sinners. Before He could ascend to offer His people's worship to God, He must descend 
to be God's offering for sin. Jehovah's flame must consume our better Sacrifice before we could 
draw near to offer up spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ.6 The Mediator 
must open up the way for the Priest and for the priesthood! We must, first of all, be accepted in the 
Beloved7 before we could be accepted through our High Priest. 
Washed 
Purity was God's essential foundation for garments that speak of the holiness, glory and beauty of 
Christ. In washing his brother head to foot with water from the laver, Moses recognised that Aaron 
was an ordinary man with fleshly weaknesses.8 No other man but the mediator could prepare him 
for his priestly work, just as no-one could prepare the Lord for His. As Mediator, He did it for 
Himself. He needed no cleansing for He alone is without blemish and without spot; outwardly and 
inwardly pure.9 This went beyond the expected standard of the Passover lamb in Ex.12 which was 
to be without blemish. Many a shepherd has evaluated the quality of a sheep by spreading his hand 
across its back or by gripping it by the tail near to the backbone, but he could never look inside. 
God does both, and He sees the untainted perfection of His Son. Paul, Peter and James wrote their 
triple testimony: He knew no sin...He committed no sin...and in Him there is no sin. In His 
manhood, He healed the fevered, yet never contracted fever; He touched the leprous, yet never 
became a leper; and by being made sin offering He never became a sinner. Just as the laver cleansed 
defilement without becoming defiled, so does He. The cleansing of Aaron was necessary, in the 
same way as the inwards and legs of the burnt offering had to be washed.10 Both were washed to 
produce greater resemblance to Christ; and for the same reason so are we.11 Would we presume to 
handle spiritual things with defiled hands or tread the new and living way whilst tolerating a defiled 
walk? Those who have clean hands, clean hearts and clear consciences are most suited to the 
presence of their High Priest, and most ready to enjoy the atmosphere of heaven without distraction. 
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Clothed 
It's hard to think that God's watching people made no response. Did they not gasp as the coat of 
white linen made their man match with the surrounding screen of the tabernacle court; as blue, 
purple and scarlet linked him so clearly with the gate; or as gold reminded them of the things 
Moses had taken into the Holy Place? They must have sensed that their priest belonged there: a 
man fitted for the dwelling place of God. And what was their talk in every tent that night? Surely 
each conversation was an excited commentary on the impact made on their spirits. Did God hear 
something which He longs more fully to hear among His people today as we enjoy the glory and 
beauty of our great High Priest, knowing that He needs no external garments, for all His glories are 
within? 
Anointed 
Clothes were not enough. They must be sanctified, and it was for this purpose that Moses anointed 
them with holy anointing oil.12 He must observe the divine requirement: It shall not be poured on 
man's flesh for it is the garments that speak of Christ and fit Aaron for priestly service, not any 
feature of his own character or worth. Lavishly displaying God's provision, Moses poured the oil 
on Aaron's turbaned head and it flowed in such abundance that it ran down on his beard and on to 
the collar of his garments. How beautifully this sets Christ before us as the Spirit-filled Man on 
earth! His names reveal His character; for Messiah and Christ both mean 'anointed'. The anointed 
Mediator had come to present Himself on earth and was rejected by men, yet Heb.9:14 assures us 
that through the eternal Spirit [He] offered Himself without spot to God. As He sat down, His Father 
gave Him heaven's highest accolade. Having seen Him anointed with spikenard by some and with 
spittle by others, the One who anointed Him with the oil of gladness13 set Him apart for a 
continuing work above. The Man, permeated by the Holy Spirit as Mediator, had made Himself 
ready to be our Priest. 
Killed it...took the blood 
As each animal stood before him, Aaron laid his hands on its head, which implies that he leaned his 
weight on them. The Hebrew word 'cawmak' is translated as lies heavy in Ps.88:7, so this was no 
casual association with these offerings, but one which meant utter dependence upon them. With 
empty hands turned downward, Aaron showed one necessary aspect of his priestly service, but that 
wasn't enough. There had to be a second complementary aspect: his hands had to be turned upward. 
Into those waiting hands went the fat, the inwards, the right thigh along with an unleavened loaf, a 
cake made with oil and a wafer.14 The hands that formerly were depending are now proved to be 
dependable; the man who was relying is now seen to be reliable. 
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And Jesus, infinitely more so! As the Apostle, He depended on His finished work satisfying a holy 
God. As High Priest, He is our dependable man in the presence of God. 
All your anxiety, all your care, 
Bring to the mercy seat, leave it there; 
Never a burden He cannot bear, 
Never a Friend like Jesus. (E.H. Joy) 

In bringing us to Christ, God has called us to be dependent upon Him, but He also asks that we will 
be dependable for Him; reliable as well as relying. We can put the weight of our spiritual security 
on Him, but can He put the weight of spiritual responsibility on us? First, the leaning of our hands, 
and then the loading. He wants us to fill His hands, but how full are ours? 
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Garments for Glory 

The Holy Linen Coat 

by Andy McIlree, Greenock, Scotland 

Ex.28:39-42; Ex.39:27-29; Lev.8:30; Lev.16:4 
God is the God of fine things. Among His Old Testament foreshadowings of 
Christ, fine flour1 speaks of the lowliness of the Sacrifice; and now fine linen 
points to the loveliness of our great High Priest. Behind its beauty lay the 
processing of the inconspicuous flax plant. Nothing much to look at, its stalks 
held a secret which had to be unlocked by being cut down, laid out to dry,2 

pulped by steeping in water, and then carded to separate it into fibres from 
which linen yarn was spun. Egyptian linen was renowned for its fineness: a 
single thread could blend three hundred and sixty strands into what has been 
described as 'woven air'. 
Made to depict One who is co-equal with their Designer, Aaron's holy 
garments...for glory and for beauty3 echo this Christ-centred witness - He is 
unique.4 Their character portrays Him Whose goings forth are from of old, 
from everlasting5 
and perfectly fitted for the cross, but once stained with blood and oil they 
announce the added dimension of what He became through the cross. Sealed 
with those symbols, they declare that the blood of Christ and Spirit of Christ 
are in harmonious agreement with all they represent, collectively and 
individually. Having come, lived, and died in perfect unison with the Holy 
Spirit,6 He ascended as Minister of the sanctuary having obtained a more 
excellent ministry in the greater and more perfect tabernacle.7 The word 
'better' in the letter to the Hebrews confirms that the old covenant was 'good',8 
and its description of the heavenly tabernacle leaves us in no doubt that 
Aaron's garments allowed him to enter an excellent ministry in a great and 
perfect 
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tabernacle on earth. Did it go unnoticed on the day of his consecration and erecting the tabernacle, 
that the colours of his garments matched its gateway, and that the initial garment of fine linen he 
was given matched the final act of hanging its surrounding court? He must be seen in the character 
of Christ, therefore he needed something to wear. Yet no external garments could make Aaron 
compare with the internal splendour of our High Priest, nor could their outward glory and beauty 
capture the virtues of Him in whom God sees truth in the inward parts.9 He needs no adorning for 
His adornment is within, whereas Aaron's primary need was for a coat and under-garments of fine 
linen. These were no mere pieces of cloth woven and bleached to brilliant whiteness. No, their fibre 
and fabric were masterminded under the guidance of the Holy Spirit to represent the Lord's intrinsic 
worth and essential nature. Flawless from top to bottom, there were no snagged threads, no defects 
in the weave, and it was completely without spot. To the most scrutinizing eye, there was no fault in 
it, just as Pontius Pilate would say of the Man it foreshadowed. It needed no repair work to make it 
an appropriate symbol of Him to whose perfections nothing can be added or taken away. 
When the church is gathered home, Christ will present her to Himself in unspotted bridal glory, 
arrayed in fine linen, clean and bright, for the fine linen is the righteous acts of the saints.10 In other 
words, their character resembles His. So, too, did the warp and weft of Aaron's coat. Allowing 
scripture to interpret scripture, we hear Job describe his clothing: I put on righteousness, and it 
clothed me.11 Later, we discover that his statement became a requirement of Aaron's line - Let Your 
priests be clothed with righteousness, and let Your saints shout for joy.12 Did a redeemed 
congregation shout for joy on that special New Year's Day? They had every cause! But there was 
an apparent double barrier: a court of fine linen five cubits high was above them, and a man whose 
righteous standard was beyond them. It was insurmountable and unattainable, but not unavailable 
for he was their way through. How glorious the dawning realization that, in their high priest, the 
seeming double barrier was in reality a double invitation to serve inside. At the altar, they could 
stand where he stood, serve where he served, and learn to value the significance of a man whose 
flesh was 'clothed in righteousness', even to the extent of his hidden sash which bound that 
righteousness to every step and secured a righteous walk. He must reflect One whose righteousness 
is the belt of His loins,13 whose walk is infinitely secure because He loves righteousness and hates 
iniquity.14 Centuries ago, some Christians said, "We have learned to equivocate...Our convictions 
sit easily about us like an old lady's loose gown. Righteousness has lost its wholesome sternness. 
The other side of love is hate, but we do not love truth so ardently that we hate a lie. We are too 
casual. We need His sense of right and wrong, of black and white." Casual carnality is always the 
enemy of righteousness, but 
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there was nothing casual about Aaron. His holy linen coat demanded this love-hate relationship, 
and God built in features to safeguard it. 
Daily, he engaged in gathering the remains of the previous day's evening sacrifice.15 In the silence 
of the night, God had been left with the value of the lamb and, in the morning, the priest clad in 
linen removed the ashes - the evidence of a finished work. How appropriate was their removal! A 
man clothed with righteousness placed them on the east (Heb. qedem) side of the altar,16 the side 
which speaks of eternity (Deut.33:27 - Heb. qedem) and God's eternal view of the cross where the 
Holy and righteous One was slain. 
Annually, on the Day of Atonement, there was similar high-priestly care. Dressed in white, he 
offered the sacrifices that pointed forward to the greatest Sacrifice of all, when God made Him who 
knew no sin to he sin for us, that we might become the righteousness of God in Him.17 Within 
Calvary's dark hours, not in full public gaze like Aaron, Christ our sin-offering conquered a much 
more real double barrier. Our Saviour is the way through. Our High Priest is the way in. Our double 
barrier in salvation and service has become a double invitation. "Jesus Christ the righteous",18 the 
incarnate righteous God,19 Jehovah Tsidkenu - the Lord our righteousness20 is our Man of fine 
linen. 
It is worth remembering that the high priest's garments were part of the pattern that was given to 
Moses on the mountain. The pattern of the tabernacle's structure would have been incomplete 
without the pattern of its service, and the pattern of service equally incomplete without the pattern 
of the servants. When Aaron was clothed he began to depict God's Pattern Servant, not only the 
nature of the ministry but the nature of the Minister. This was significant in these garments of fine 
linen. Being foundational to all other parts of his clothing, they emphasise the perfect nature of the 
One He calls My righteous Servant.21 This means that He does what He is. He speaks in 
righteousness,22 because He is righteous; He judges righteously, in perfect equality with His 
Father23, because He is the righteous Judge;24 and righteousness is the foundation of His throne,25 
otherwise it could not be the throne of glory.26 Such is the seriousness of sin that it has robbed man 
of the glory of God,27 and such was the cost of remedying this that only the death of Christ could 
make many righteous28 and bring many sons to glory.29 What joy to be among the many! Was there 
glory in the pattern? Yes, and it was twofold. The glory of God's presence filled the place30 and it 
clothed the person who, in glory and beauty, showed the glory of His righteousness and the 
righteousness of His glory. 
Linen holds a practical and salutary lesson for the Christian. God says of His priests, they shall not 
clothe themselves with anything that causes sweat.31 or more pointedly, they shall not clothe 
themselves with sweat, shunning other yarns, such as wool and cotton, which promote sweat and 
defile both body and 
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garments. We are called to put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the flesh32 and, 
hating even the garment defiled by the flesh,33 we fix our eyes upon Him. We share His 
righteousness, so blessed by finding it in our Saviour, and further enriched by seeing it in our great 
Priest. In appreciation of our salvation, we love and follow Him in service, discovering as we go 
that Righteousness shall go before Him, and set us in the way of His steps.34 
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Garments for Glory 

The Mitre 

by Andy McIlree, Greenock, Scotland 

 Ex.28:36-41; Ex.39:27-30; Lev.8:9,12; Lev.21:10-12 
On the day that Aaron was consecrated, God took good care to emphasise a 
divine principle: consecration is impossible without sanctification. In other 
words, being set apart for holiness is nothing without being set apart in 
holiness. His indispensable prerequisite for service is clear - a man in a 
spiritual position must be in a good spiritual condition. But God's principle 
holds another lesson: if sanctification is the basis of consecration, 
righteousness must be the foundation of sanctification. Scripture gives its own 
commentary on men who occupied a divinely appointed place yet were 
spiritually unsuited for the job, and so does history. It is not enough to be set 
apart, every servant of God must be set apart in holiness for in this lies the 
evidence of God's glory and beauty! 
Once Aaron was clothed down to his feet in white, Moses next focused on 
Aaron's head and, taking a length of matching fine linen, wound it around to 
form what older Bible versions call a mitre. In Hebrew, the word mitsnepheth 
means to roll or wind around, giving the concept of a turban,1 as it is described 
in many newer versions. It also carries the thought of binding and, in keeping 
with the sash that bound the holy linen coat to his body, the turban now 
wrapped and bound the symbol of Christ's righteousness to Aaron's mind. But 
the Hebrew word has a grander connotation. Speaking of a day when 
Jerusalem's righteousness goes forth as brightness,2 God used the associated 
word tsaniyph when referring to her as a royal diadem3 in His hand, and 
righteous Job used it when he said, my justice was like a robe and a diadem.4 

Such was the all-pervasive nature of God's righteousness that Job surrendered 
every consideration and conclusion 
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to its control, as if it had been wrapped around his mind. Being so fortified, he then translated 
righteous thinking into action for the practical help of young and old, noble and poor, fatherless and 
helpless, and for bringing a song to grieving widows' hearts.5 And it would be no less practical for 
Aaron. When Moses wound the turban around his head, it was as if the pre-eminence and 
permanence of the righteousness of Christ was being bound to the mind of God's high priest. What 
an honour for the man who was never able to foreshadow the disfigurement of Christ, yet so ably 
depicted His adornment! The turban was a piece of white cloth, plain to the eye of the beholder, but 
to God it was a gem - a diadem of priceless worth for it pointed to the resplendent brilliance of the 
mind of Christ. 
In his inauguration, Aaron learned to value the head of the offerings: first, in the law of transferred 
guilt, by leaning on the sin offering; laying his hands on the burnt offering and on the ram of 
consecration.6 Now he must learn to value his own head by allowing himself to lean on God's 
righteousness every day for every decision. His thoughts, opinions, intentions, and evaluations must 
all be guarded and guided by it. But his adorning is not yet complete. A plate of pure gold7 must be 
added to his diadem, and it is described as the holy crown.8 Two thoughts emerge from these 
descriptions. The Hebrew word 'plate' comes from a word that can mean 'to blossom like a flower'. 
When thinking of lilies, the Lord Jesus Christ could say that even Solomon in all his glory was not 
arrayed like one of these,9 but here Aaron has something which speaks of Christ whose glory is 
greater than the lily and was designed to blossom in every aspect of his service before God. 
Significantly, the plate is also a crown and God said, It shall always be on his forehead.10 From 
inside the veil to outside the camp, whether representing the worshipper or the leper, its unalterable 
message was applied: HOLINESS TO THE LORD.11 With eyes that were governed by these words, 
Aaron surveyed each potential sacrifice and assessed its acceptability by this righteous standard. 
Similarly, he stood with the outcast to assess his readiness for returning to the encampment of God's 
people, knowing that his verdict was determined by the same requirement. The offerer and leper 
alike read the same engraving, fully aware that, like a signet, it could grant or deny the seal of God's 
affection, His approval and acceptance. Looking on it, each was assured that its gold announced 
beckoning or rebuking glory, and marked him out as the man who stood for them in the holy and 
most holy places. Even when farthest out, he was reminding all of their innermost glory and 
holiness. It was on the front of the turban.12 not only to challenge, but to give confidence and 
comfort. Standing at the altar could have been an intimidating experience, for holiness ought to 
intimidate the ungodly, but the careful offerer came confidently, comforted in knowing that the holy 
crown was on Aaron's forehead, that Aaron may hear the iniquity of the holy things.13 Even though 
the offering may 
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be deemed suitable by the offerer and the high priest's eyes had determined its acceptance, a dying 
creature could never be perfect. The process of daily decline and decay guaranteed some hidden, 
unseen fault, but this was overcome by the imputed holiness of the golden plate and God accepted 
the sacrifice. 
Although from the tribe of Levi and not from the kingly line of Judah, Aaron's golden crown 
brought its majestic stateliness to his priestly work, and gives us a welcomed glimpse of Christ 
whose whole being exudes holiness to the Lord. With His greater being comes greater challenge, of 
course, but He also gives greater confidence and greater comfort as we offer up spiritual sacrifices 
acceptable to God through Jesus Christ.14 Does this mean that our worship is perfect? No, it means 
that it is perfected by Him, therefore we bring our Spirit-led best, knowing that we have boldness15 
or 'freedom of speech' in the holy place. Infinitely more righteous than Aaron, Christ also assesses 
our walk that it may be acceptable to God,16 but how conscious are we of His searching scrutiny as 
He examines us with all the care and concern of His compassionate heart? If only we lived with the 
consciousness that our High Priest's expectations of us are still the same! Does He find us pursuing 
holiness and endeavouring to live according to the requirement of the golden plate or, ungrateful of 
His fellowship, do we let Him walk away alone? He is touched with the feeling of our infirmities17 
and, far more ably than Job, wants to be our helper in every trial - in youth or old age, whether rich 
or poor, in family life or singleness, and many a widow's heart He has caused to sing for joy! 
Rightly, and uniquely, He officiates as our King-Priest above and there confirms that the crown's 
engraved inscription tells how His perfections outlast time in the eternal and non-erasable quality of 
His character. 
The crown and its message were doubly secure for God demanded that it be tied to a blue cord, to 
fasten it above on the turban.18 The Authorised Version of the Bible quite correctly sets it among 
God's fastened things: the settings on the high priest's shoulders, the breastplate, and the sockets for 
the boards of the tabernacle19 - a secure sense of belonging to the person and the place. The 
language of Scripture is so precise. God did not tell Moses to put a blue cord on the golden plate. 
Rather He said, "you shall put it on a blue cord." 20 Our great High Priest is not heavenly because 
He is righteous. He is righteous because He is the Son of God from heaven! In the fine linen, the 
blue cord, and the holy crown, we have three lovely presentations of Christ: the white speaking of 
His righteousness, the blue of His heavenliness, and the crown of His kingliness. As we consider 
the blue cord attached to the crown, we see Him as our heavenly King. Combined with the turban, 
we view Him as our heavenly High Priest. Put all three together and, by the enabling of the Holy 
Spirit of whom He said, "He will take of what is Mine and declare it you."21 
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we rejoice to see our great High Priest in the majesty of His heavenly righteousness. Our Diadem! 
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Pebbles from the Brook 

Overcoming giants 

by Edwin Stanley, Aberkenfig, Wales 

The young widow cradled her little boy, wondering how she would get 
through this first Christmas without her husband. Recently bereaved and 
expecting her second child, how would she cope? 
Her strong trust in God and her loving family supplied the answer. During 
the years that followed she proved God's faithful love in so many ways; and 
some 30 years later she was able to comfort her bereaved daughter-in-law 
and two young grandchildren. Drawing on the experiences of her own 
turmoil, she empathized with them as no one else could, helping them to 
rely on the same loving God. 
A similar situation arose when David went to meet Goliath at Elah.1 Saul 
attempted to equip David with his own armour, but David quickly realised 
that it was totally unsuitable for him and discarded it. Instead he went 
down to the brook and chose five stones, which he placed in his shepherd's 
bag. One of them became the means by which God used him to overcome 
the giant. 
What would have been considered as totally useless in battle, that is, a sling 
and a few stones, actually became the means of victory for this young man. 
David had a very different perspective to the rest of Israel's army! He saw 
things from God's point of view and knew that, in this battle, only what 
God supplied would be of any value - exactly the experience of our young 
widow! 
The brook, probably a winter torrent running through a narrow part of the 
valley,2 contained stones that had been through the confines of dark places, 
tumbling about in 
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the flood waters getting all the 'rough edges' knocked off. Those stones were smooth and 
eminently suitable for sling shot. 
Winter storms and cold are often a source of discomfort and trial. Not many enjoy the low 
temperatures and travel difficulties that such conditions bring. Spiritually, such conditions are also 
disliked; we would much rather have the 'sunshine' and relative ease of blessings and happy times. 
Yet we should realise that it is these dark places that God has in view in Prov.17:3. The crucible is 
for silver, and the furnace is for gold, and the LORD tests hearts. Here God sees the perfect 
conditions for His purposes of refining and strengthening those who belong to Him. 
David used what he gleaned from such a place and won a great victory; when we discover the 
secret store of refined 'nuggets' gleaned from similar testing places, with God, we, too, will 
overcome 'giants'. 
Of course, such equipment has to be used with skill, and we will need the contentment that David 
had in the solitude of communion and training with our Master. This is what the Holy Spirit seems 
to have in mind in 1 Tim.4:7-16, where training in godliness and the practice of using our gifts, 
both in our churches and in our daily lives, enable us to become proficient in handling the 
'weapons of our warfare'.3 
David needed only one of the stones from the brook, but we shouldn't think he had overdone it by 
taking five. Matt.12:35 speaks of good treasure, which is stored up in the heart.4 Such a treasure 
store will stand us in good stead as we counter the attacks of our adversary. This is so graphically 
portrayed for us in the response of the Lord Jesus throughout His temptations.5 
'Five' in Scripture may cause us to think of 'divine grace in the midst of human weakness';6 David's 
shepherd's bag was full of such 'grace', and with it he was well armed for the conflict of Elah. It is 
a small picture of what the Lord Jesus brought to Calvary, as He entered the horrors of that place, 
overflowing with divine grace.7 We need ever increasing supplies of this same grace, as we tackle 
the hard places of life. 
May 'pebbles from the brook' help us to gain the victory too. 
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Does God want you to be 
rich? 

Are we to have the 'good stuff' now? 

by Peter Andrews, Nottingham, England 

More and more Christians think so. 'Prosperity Theology' teaches that God 
wants His followers to be healthy, successful and (particularly) wealthy. 
Extreme forms use an investment analogy and promise that for every pound or 
dollar we give, God will give us a fixed return. Its teachers point to verses like 
Prov.10:22 - the blessing of the LORD makes rich and the riches God gave to 
Abraham1 and Job.2 But their 'signature' verse is Jn 10:10: "I came that they 
may have life and have it abundantly." They argue that God wants us to have 
'good stuff here and now. So a Christian lifestyle leads to material rewards in 
this life. 
As the world plummets into recession, this thinking is attractive. But is it 
accurate? Most Christians argue not. You can research all the objections 
yourself. But let's summarise a few here. 
What did Jesus teach about riches? 
He spoke about money a lot, but largely to warn us about it. The Gospels are 
full of cautions about the deceitfulness of riches.3 Jesus stressed that 
Christians who focus on accumulating (necessarily temporary) things take 
their 'eye off the ball' and cease to rely on God.4 Our life is not to be 
dominated by what we own.5 
Jesus met 'faithful' rich and 'faithful' poor, but far more of the latter than the 
former. People who had little found it easier to identify with Him, because 
He was in the same position.6 People with plenty of 'stuff ' found that a 
barrier to understanding Him properly.7 This is borne out by history. There 
have been faithful, wealthy Christians 
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over the years. But so often, the best examples to us are those who had little to weigh them down. 
What were the early Christians taught about money? 
They treated it with great caution. They recognised that providing for family through honest work 
is a good thing;8 but even then, the emphasis was on getting to give, not getting to keep.9 
The early Christians did not persevere in their faith hoping to accumulate wealth. Quite the 
opposite. For them, materially, life became much worse. They knowingly faced persecution, 
imprisonment and death. They knew we are exiles here and the reward is elsewhere. 
1 Tim.6:5-10 is a key passage. Please read it. It is very clear. We are specifically warned against 
'depraved' teachers who treat Christianity as a means to material gain. Paul stresses the painful 
consequences for those who desire to be rich and fall in love with money. We can see those today. 
Greed is an awful, ugly thing. Some ways of making money are exploitative and wrong.10 The 
more we have, the more we want and the more tempted we are to cut corners. The real prize, the 
real contentment, comes through reliance on God and being happy with the basics. 
A distinction without a difference? 
While Jesus was on earth, He was the light of the world.11 But astonishingly, for the moment, He 
has entrusted that job to us.12 We have to be different. Many argue that 'Prosperity' teaching is 
dangerously similar to any number of secular self-help books. Time magazine noted that in some 
'Prosperity' teaching, Jesus' death, burial and resurrection is somewhat side-lined. If our description 
of Jesus' message is contaminated by materialism, we fail to deliver the distinctive message of the 
Gospel just at the time when the world needs it most. 
Where does this leave us? 
It's dangerous to believe that God wants us to be rich. It just does not sit easily with Jesus' life and 
teachings. We're specifically warned against falling in love with money, and 'depraved' teachers 
who encourage us to do so. Jesus asked us to keep His commandments out of love, not so we will 
be rewarded with more and more things. The world worships money. Just as money is letting them 
down, we need to show the clear alternative: godly contentment. That is abundant life in the true 
sense. 
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Triumph through 
Tragedy 

Seeing the bigger picture 

An interview with John & Mary Kerr, Ayr, Scotland 

It was a terrible accident. An out-of-control car came careering across the road after failing to 
take a bend and slammed into the public bench where John and Mary Kerr were sitting. The 
impact was to leave Mary without legs and with two badly damaged arms, while John 
sustained injuries from which he's been able to make a reasonable recovery. 
Mary: It was a bright day in August 2002 when we left our house in Ayr on the west coast of 
Scotland and headed for the town shops. I remember thinking that I would finish the 
housework when I came home. Little did I know that I'd never return to my house. 
What was the first thing you remembered afterwards? 
Mary: It was a shock after a long time of unconsciousness to wake up and discover I was 
going to need to be looked after for the rest of my life. I remember deciding it would be best if 
I went into a home for invalids, as I thought my family would never cope. When I first realized 
I had no legs, I prayed that God would stay with me and help me. I felt a real sense of God's 
presence and comfort. A visiting lady said, "Our church was praying for you." I said, "Tell 
them God answers prayer and I'm all right." Until this day I've no real worries about anything, 
although I'm a bit apprehensive at times. It was a shock to be later told that I now have cancer, 
but I can feel God's presence and support still with me. 
John, at first, since your injuries were less severe, you must have had more time to go over 
the events in your mind. What were some of those initial thoughts? 
John: I did wonder at first if God had allowed such a thing to punish us, but I soon realized 
this was not the case, and that God's love for us means He has a purpose - even in a tragedy 
like this. The purpose soon became clear. I became increasingly aware of the value of prayer, 
both our own and that of others. As Mary's condition slowly improved, it encouraged people to 
see their prayers for us being answered. Opportunities for 
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witnessing for the Lord opened up due to widespread favourable publicity towards us as 
Christians. When people perceived we were in a dreadful situation, they readily accepted witness 
from us, especially to Mary's trust in God. 
You were always very open about your fears, John. What were your primary concerns? 
John: As I looked ahead, I was mainly worried about the effect of all this on our family. Would 
carers have to do everything for Mary? One day I met a paraplegic and asked him how he managed 
on his own. I was excited as he told me about all the special equipment that was available, enabling 
him to be independent. God used that to give me hope. We underwent rehabilitation with therapists, 
and God enabled Mary to achieve so much on her own without help. We began to be more 
reassured that God was with us, and we took great comfort from that. 
Did you begin to sense things were falling into place...? 
Mary: We still had to learn the lesson that things don't always go the way we want or expect. It 
was difficult to get a suitable house. We tried for a few, but somehow God always seemed to stop 
us. We began to wonder where God was. We even lived in a commune for the homeless for three 
months before getting an ideal house - all in God's overruling - in which we found that we could 
cope well, much better than we'd feared. I then knew God had something much better planned for 
us all along. 
Once we had settled in our new house, the man who drove his car straight into us came to see us 
expressing sincere regret. Jesus expects us to forgive, just as we get forgiveness from God, and so 
we both did this to the driver. 
What further lessons did you learn? 
John: That whatever happens to us, it's important to remember that God loves us and has a plan for 
our lives which results in His blessing. Also, we now keep a better balance between prescriptive 
prayer and leaving things to God's choice, recognizing more than ever that God sees the big 
picture. And we've seen how God uses our circumstances to encourage others. 
Mary: A despairing lady sent me a letter which stated that, after reading in the newspaper about 
how I'd coped, she would stop complaining as she was not that badly off compared to me. And in 
witness we can say, "God has helped us through this" - and unbelievers have no answer to that. 
Thank you for sharing these personal things. Our readers will want to pray for you now, Mary, 
amid your cancer treatment. Your story definitely underlines the truth of the verse that we do not 
know what a day may bring forth (Prov.27:1), but also that God's grace is sufficient for our 
every need (2 Cor.12:9) - and we thank God for His grace seen in you both. 
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Signs of the Times 

Coming, ready or not 

by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England 

My grandfather knew a man who went and stood on a barrel at the end of his 
garden in 1914, because he believed that Christ was going to come for him 
then, and he wanted to be ready to be taken away. He had the courage of his 
convictions, but they weren't well-founded ones. Should Christians be 
looking for Christ's return? And can they have any idea about when it is 
going to happen? The subject interests a lot of people; search for 'return of 
Christ' in Google, and you will get 29,700,000 hits! 
On the first point, we can definitely say 'Yes'. The Lord Himself promised, 
"...if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and will take you to 
myself"1 and the Lord's return was prominent in the teaching of the apostles, 
both as to His calling believers to Himself2 and as to His coming as judge.3 
Some of the early disciples even thought that they might not die.4 Jesus said, 
"Watch yourselves...", so that they would be ready for His coming.5 
When? The straight answer is: 'We don't know'. After Jesus' resurrection, His 
disciples wanted to know how quickly He would set up His kingdom, and 
asked Him, "Lord, will you at this time restore the kingdom to Israel? " He 
said to them, "It is not for you to know times or seasons that the Father has 
fixed by his own authority. But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit 
has come upon you, and you will he my witnesses in Jerusalem and in all 
Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth.6 Nonetheless, this has not 
prevented a number of people from giving dates, many of which are now past 
- see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Coming for a list. However, there 
are prerequisites about the state of things on earth, and this is what ties in with 
current events. The 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Coming
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Lord listed in Matt.24:3-14 some of the signs of His coming, and although you might say that some 
of them have always been present to some degree, it is easy to recognise them today. One 
outstanding thing is the presence and position of Israel. Various conquerors controlled the land of 
Israel until it fell into the hands of the Mamluk Sultanate in 1260, then it was under the Ottoman 
Empire until the 20th century. Although there was a continuous Jewish presence, no-one could have 
expected that there would be a strong sovereign state of Israel. We cannot here trace its history 
fully, but following the Balfour Declaration and the British Mandate, Israel declared independence 
on May 14, 1948, fulfilling Ezek.37:1-14 and the promise, "I will restore the fortunes of my people, 
Israel and Judah, says the LORD, and I will bring them hack to the land that I gave to their fathers, 
and they shall take possession of it." 7 Ever since, there have been declared and guerrilla wars with 
Israel's Arab neighbours, and today there is an uneasy ceasefire between Israeli forces and Hamas in 
Gaza. So the stage is set for the final chapters of God's dealings with men. The Lord Jesus will take 
away His own, then Jerusalem will see the reestablishment of the Holy Place and its subsequent 
desecration, with fierce persecution of those who stand up to an all-powerful dictatorship.8 These 
things have to happen before Christ's final coming to reign.9 
If we do believe that Christ is coming back for us what should we do? Give up our everyday work, 
and spend all our time in evangelizing? A few people are called to this, and God provides for them 
through the support of others, but for most of us our calling is to honest work.10 Scripture says, 
Whatever you do, work heartily, as for the Lord...You are serving the Lord Christ.11 We work, 
knowing that the one who approves or disapproves it is coming, and so we watch, witness and pray. 

References:  
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Growth in Ghana 

by Mark Imoukhuede, Surulere, Nigeria 

The journey to Ghana from Nigeria by road is an enjoyable experience, apart 
from the border security checks to be faced going through Benin and Togo 
Republics. The scenery is very beautiful, especially when travelling along the 
coast, enjoying the sea breeze. 
Our first trip was in 1986 as a result of requests from listeners to our Radio 
broadcast. The Radio station was ELWA (Eternal Love Winning Africa) 
broadcasting from Monrovia in Liberia. This radio station was later destroyed 
during the civil war in that country. Our work in Ghana, which was mainly in 
Accra in the first year, was very encouraging, as almost thirty people gathered 
from time to time for teaching. Many of them were saved as a result of our 
Gospel outreach that year, and a few were baptized believers who had a great 
desire to be numbered with the churches of God. 
By the second year the work started to suffer set-backs because of the lack of 
manpower to continue regularly with the new group. In 1988 Eric Sampou and 
I were sent to assess what was left of the work that had begun in 1986. 
In our report we observed that, although there was no one left of the group 
following the Gospel effort of 1986, the people of Accra were still receptive 
to the Gospel. As a result of this, I was released by my church district in West 
Africa (after my recognition as a full-time evangelist in September 1987) to 
follow up this new interest. 
In January 1989, a new strategy for pioneering work in Ghana began: the 
RAM (Radio outreach, Assembly activities, Mailing centre work) method. By 
April 1994, a Church of God was planted in Accra. 
We should say that one of the many items of literature used in the follow-up 
of the Radio, Assembly and Mailing Centre contacts there was Needed Truth. 
As far back as 1989, there were more than ten addresses on the 
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mailing list of the Fellowship Mailing Centre who received Needed Truth magazine regularly. I 
decided to visit them to find out how much they were enjoying the magazine. Of particular interest 
was the trip to Cape Coast in Central Region of Ghana. Cape Coast lies west of Accra, a distance 
of about 144 kilometres. It is not near by our standard! There were three addresses, one of which 
was that of Brother Tawiah Ennu-Dadzie. It was quite evident from our first contact with him that 
he was willing to be numbered with the Churches of God who uphold the teachings presented in 
the Needed Truth magazine. We found him to be a baptized believer who loved the Lord and His 
Word. Brother Tawiah was so impressed that God had brought the truth he had longed for to 
Ghana. There were people already meeting in Accra, and within a year he relocated to Accra 
where he gave a good support to the work. 
His wife and three children are with him in the Church of God in Kasoa (formerly Accra). It was 
not a surprise that he was one of those who constituted the nucleus when the Church of God in 
Accra was planted in 1994. He is now one of the overseers of the church and a great contender for 
the Faith (Jude 1:3). Needed Truth magazine in its repackaged form continues to be appreciated as 
it provides instruction relative to the Lord's command to, "teach them to observe all things that I 
commanded you" (Matt.28:19). 
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Safe home 

Home is where the Lord is 

by Gilbert Grierson, Knocknacloy, N.Ireland 

It was the annual school cross country race at the school I attended in 
Yorkshire. Different teams were competing; the gruelling course involved 
running alongside a river for a few miles, across a bridge, back along the 
opposite river bank, up a steep flight of steps to reach the top of a cliff and 
finally onto the school sports field to the finish line with most of the school 
cheering on the finishers as they crossed the line. After setting off with 
collective enthusiasm, the course soon sorted out the 'men' from the 
'boys', and I found myself plodding along somewhere towards the back of 
the bunch of runners. As the pain began to set in, only one thought remained in 
my mind: "Get to the line and finish." The words, "Nearly there; nearly 
there," accompanied the rhythm of my heavy feet and pounding heart. And 
then the finish-line was in sight at last, and a few of the crowd were still there 
to clap in the last of the stragglers as they came up the home-straight and 
crossed the line. Safe home - and I wasn't the last as I'd feared! 
'Safe home." Years later, in a nursing home in Northern Ireland, poor Nancy 
would always say that to me as I left her room, having said goodnight to her at 
the end of my shift. Nancy, who was living out the rest of her years needing 
full nursing care, who couldn't even turn herself over in bed, but who was still 
able to enjoy a laugh - a bit of 'craic', as the Irish call it - to lighten her days 
spent limited within the confines of a small room and a weakening body. 
It wasn't until some time later, when I was driving through a small village on 
the north Antrim coast of Ireland, near the Giant's Causeway, that I came 
across Nancy's farewell words again. They were on a signpost at the side of 
the road for motorists to read as 
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they left the village: SAFE HOME. So that's where Nancy got it from. It was a traditional Irish 
blessing when parting with friends. 
As a nurse I have sat with a lot of terminally ill people as they have reached the end of their 'race'. 
Sometimes there seems to be nothing left to do, but to sit holding their hand, trusting that that touch 
at least will be the source of some comfort. I know in my mind and in my heart that I am going to 
heaven when I die because I have trusted in the Lord Jesus as my Saviour. Jesus said, "In my 
Father's house are many rooms;...I  am going there to prepare a place for you." 1 and Paul 
expressed a preference to be away from the body and at home with the lord.2  I know the last 
finishing straight could be a hard one, possibly with pain. But I also know that He will be there to 
meet me and that all the pain and the sadness will be over. 
One year, while attending a Christian teen camp situated quite close to the Giant's Causeway, the 
camp leader, in one of the meetings, gave us a small piece of paper and a pencil. He asked us all to 
imagine being on an aircraft for a journey and the captain comes on the intercom to say that a 
serious emergency has occurred and the plane is about to crash. "You have 10 seconds left to live," 
Harry the leader informed us. "You have a small piece of paper and a pencil. What message will 
you write before the plane crashes in the hope it will be found in the wreckage afterwards?" I gave 
it a moment's thought and then wrote on my piece of paper: 

SAFE HOME. JOHN 3:16 
That Bible verse gives me the certainty that, whatever happens to me, I will be 'safe home' - with 
my Saviour. 

References:  
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Walking with the Lord 

Trust and obey - there's no other way 

An interview with Johan van Heerden, Hamilton, Canada 

Johan, we'd like to talk with you about your spiritual journey. There must 
be much to tell. Where shall we start? 
Johan: 21 July 2002 was a significant day in my life. On that day, my wife, 
Rosemary, and I were added to the Church of God in Hamilton. From that 
day on, our walk with the Lord became more real, more meaningful, more 
blessed. 'What a glory He sheds on our way!'1 I love hymns. That particular 
hymn became one of my favourites. It speaks of the two essentials of 
salvation, namely to trust and to obey. Trust and obedience arc inseparable; 
we cannot have one without the other. John the Baptist said, "He who 
believes in the Son has eternal life; but he who does not obey the Son shall 
not see life, but the wrath of God abides on him."2 Obedience is an integral 
part of true salvation. Heb.5:9 says that Jesus Christ became to all those who 
obey Him the source of eternal salvation. 
Can we go back a bit? Give us a thumbnail sketch of your earlier life. 
Johan: I was born in Africa. I grew up in a British colony known as the 
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (now three separate nations: 
Zimbabwe, Zambia and Malawi). My mother and father were unsaved; my 
father was an alcoholic; my brother and I coped as best we could in a 
dysfunctional family. One day, a day of which my brother and I remind one 
another, the Lord Jesus spoke to our hearts; He quite literally called us out 
of the blue. I had been exposed throughout childhood to the Word of God as 
it was so regularly presented as part of the school programme. I was blessed 
in growing up in a time when the reading of Scripture and prayer was a 
normal part of 
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the school curriculum, and so the Spirit of God no doubt used this in my conversion. In prayer we 
accepted Jesus as our Lord. The following Sunday we walked into a nearby Methodist church. I 
was twelve at the time. 
Through the hymns of Charles Wesley, I delighted in praising my Lord Jesus: 

He speaks, and, listening to His voice,  
New life the dead receive;  
The mourning, weary souls rejoice,  
The childlike hearts believe.3 

You mentioned both you and your wife are now in the Church of God in Hamilton. Was her 
church background similar to yours? 
Johan: I met Rosemary in 1969. She was a CUSO (Canadian University Service Overseas) 
volunteer to Zambia. She was a practising Catholic. Within two months, I asked her to marry me; 
she agreed. Apparently, my regular church attendance excited her. In Zambia, then Canada, we 
attended both the Catholic and United Churches. In Canada, I soon became disenchanted with the 
United Church with its lack of commitment to the Word of God. I left the United Church. 
Reasoning that at least the Catholic Church stands firm on its doctrine, I considered converting to 
Catholicism. God had other ideas. 
We 're on the edge of our seats! What happened next? 
Johan: In Dundas, Ontario, I taught World Religions at Highland Secondary School. There I met 
Mary Beck, a secretary at the school. She asked me if I needed speakers for my unit on 
Christianity. "Only if they are fundamentalists," I replied. That was my criterion for speakers of all 
religions. It kept things clear and sincere for the students. Mary assured me that both speakers were 
fundamental Christians. She sent me Bob Armstrong and Ed Neely. Over the years, Bob and Ed 
had a profound impact on my students and guests such as Rosemary. As for me, I learned more 
Biblical truths from Bob and Ed than I had in all my years in the Catholic and United churches. 
Now, the longer I attended the Catholic Church the more convinced I became of the error of its 
beliefs and practices. During the Eucharist I would counter-pray, "There is no longer any sacrifice 
for sin".4 
Then one glorious day, the Lord spoke to Rosemary's heart through a radio ministry by John 
MacArthur. His topic was 'The Battle for the Beginning'. Rose was struck by two points: (1) the 
Bible is the final, the ultimate authority on all matters of which it speaks; (2) the Bible's authority is 
undermined whenever the Bible is subjected to man's interpretation, be it Catholic or scientific. In 
other words, the Bible means what it says, and says what it means. Rose realized that the Bible 
alone was God's Word; and that Genesis was foundational to understanding and trusting the rest of 
the Bible. If the foundations are destroyed, what can the righteous do? the psalmist asked.5 
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Rosemary said to me, "Get me out of the Catholic Church." I replied, "Where do we go?" She said, 
"You should know." I responded, "All I know is that there is no 100%-Bible-believing church 
anywhere." We had a dilemma. So for the first time in our married life Rose and I prayed together as 
a couple. We prayed to our Father in heaven that He would lead us to a church where He wanted us 
to worship Him. 
That's such an important objective. How did the Lord lead you on? 
Johan: We visited various evangelical churches, but found them wanting. Then Rose said, "What 
about that church you visited 20 years ago?" I had indeed visited the Church of God in Dundas a 
few Sunday evenings. I told Rose that that church had long since folded, and that the one in 
Hamilton was too far away. Rose, bless her soul, persisted. So I called Laurie Williams. He too had 
taught at Highland and had been in the Church of God in Dundas. I asked him for directions and 
about a hat for Rose, because I was aware of the church teaching about head-covering. 
Rosemary and I attended many Remembrances as observers. We were intrigued. This was 
definitely biblical, but so different. But why shouldn't it be? Worship is not supposed to be of this 
world. Yet I was hesitant. Rose noticed and asked why. Well, to be frank, I now realized what God 
expected of me. To that point, I had been quite content to pay pastors and priests to pray for me and 
preach to me. God was now shaking me out of my complacency. 
So how did you respond to this challenge? 
Johan: I bowed to 'His good will'. Our baptism and addition to His house soon followed. We've 
never looked back. The past 6½ years have been a spiritual blessing beyond all expectation for 
Rose and me. The message is clear, and I can use a well-known hymn to express it: 

When we walk with the Lord 
In the light of His word, 
What a glory He sheds on our way! 
While we do His good will 
He abides with us still, 
And with all who will trust and obey. 
Trust and obey,...there's no other way.1 

References:  
(1) John H. Sammis, 1887 (2) Jn 3:36 (3) this version Psalms, Hymns and Spiritual Songs 288  
(4) Heb.l0:18 NIV (5) Ps.11:3 
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Terrorism 

A fearless response 

by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England 

Terrorism - what is it? 
This is not so easy to answer as it seems, because some people want to frame 
the definition so that it excludes activities that they think legitimate, such as 
fights against colonialism and racism. A study for the U.S. army found over 
100 definitions. However for our purposes we can define it as 'violent activity 
which seeks to put the people in general in a state of fear, so as to influence 
the policy of the government'. This definition does not therefore cover, for 
example, action against a government's armed forces. The term first appeared 
in English c.1795, but we are mainly thinking about recent events. 
What sorts of action? 
Possibly the things that come most readily to mind depend on where you live, 
but the action that had the greatest repercussions world-wide was the attack on 
the Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre in New York on September 11th  
2001. It was one of those events when you know where you were when it 
happened - I was sitting in the Conference of Overseers of the Churches of 
God when we were told about it. We were struck with the enormity of it round 
3000 people died and it turned us to prayer. The action of terrorism in itself 
was not new, of course; the UK had suffered years of it in Northern Ireland, 
but a new feature of this was the suicide terrorist. The airlines had always 
assumed that someone who wanted to put a bomb on a plane would not put his 
own life in danger, but the hijackers intended to kill themselves, everyone on 
board the planes and thousands of others to publicise their cause. Everyone 
who travels by plane now knows how much time is spent checking 
passengers. The methods of terror are being used more 
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and more widely; recent examples are in Mumbai, Iraq and against the Sri Lankan cricket team in 
Pakistan. 

Why? 
As our definition says, because the terrorists want to get their own way. For what reasons? In the 
case of Islamic terrorists, who pose the greatest threat to Britain and America, they are partly 
religious and partly political, a mixture inflammatory down the centuries. They quote the Koran as 
justifying attacks against the 'infidel', and in some cases regard anything short of full support for 
sharia law as attack against 'the Islamic nation'. We cannot examine all the different causes of 
terrorist acts, but they have this in common: that those who do them believe that they are justified 
by an overriding cause. 
Are terrorist acts ever justified? 
Dispute over this question is what has made agreement of the definition so difficult. At 
international conferences some have sought to justify terrorism to bring down dictatorships or 
corrupt regimes or colonial powers, but we seek to answer it from a Christian point of view. Here 
the answer is emphatically, No! The Master Himself gave the lead on this: "Bless those who curse 
you, pray for those who abuse you," 1 and the apostle Paul wrote, Let every person be subject to the 
governing authorities. For there is no authority except from God, and those that exist have been 
instituted by God.2 Paul was not writing about benevolent and favourable authorities, but in the 
time of the sadistic and malicious emperor Nero. We might agree that some of the ends are 
desirable, but good ends never justify bad means, and random killing and maiming is always evil. 
What should we do? 
Most of us have no power of our own against those who threaten us, but there are two things that 
we can do: first, trust in God. He has saved us, and we belong to Him. Do we not believe that He 
will do what is best for us? Second, if there's anything to be afraid of, pray. Scripture says, Do not 
he anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your 
requests be made known to God.3 The object of terrorism is to make us afraid, and to change our 
judgements because of that fear, but faith should drive out fear, so that terror will have the opposite 
effect to what it intends. 

References:  
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Just Imagine. 

Do something different 

by Martin Jones, Toronto, Canada 

The man worked with almost casual efficiency. He might as well have been 
hanging a picture on his living room wall. But the nail he was hammering 
wasn't going into a wall. It was going into the hands of Jesus of Nazareth. In 
fact it was a rare case that the soldier even knew the name of the criminal; he'd 
lost count of the times he had done this. 
They had found someone to carry His cross for Him, but that wasn't kindness; 
it was simply the quickest way to get the job done. With all the controversy, 
the sooner it could all be over the better. As the nails went in, the soldier 
seemed oblivious to the scene around him or the pain of the crucified; all he 
cared about was doing a professional job and then onto the next assignment. 
A few hours later - a great contrast. Two men had suddenly realized that Jesus 
had died, much quicker than expected, and shortly He would be pulled down 
from the cross and tossed into a mass grave. This could not be allowed to 
happen. They quickly looked around to see who was going to intervene. There 
was John, but he was busy caring for Mary, as instructed. Most of the crowd 
had dispersed, their appetite for violence sated. A handful of women remained 
- the ten remaining disciples were nowhere. 
Joseph felt sick. Nicodemus was shaking. The time had come for them to act - 
but was this the right time? They were confused, angry, fearful and emotional. 
They had no idea how to get Jesus' body down from the cross, even if they 
were allowed to. Bravely Joseph went straight to the highest authority they 
could think of- Pontius Pilate. 
Not bothered about social status, he simply bowed and begged. Amazingly, 
Pilate agreed to their request. They 
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ran back to the cross quickly to ensure the soldiers hadn't already got on with the final phase of 
their job. 
Removing the body was no easy task. Just touching a dead body made them unclean, and the 
special Sabbath was coming up. They didn't care. Getting the body down with dignity and 
tenderness was all that mattered. And so it took them far longer than the soldiers would have done. 
But what next? They had not thought that far ahead. He would have to be buried quickly as per 
Jewish custom. Joseph had a tomb that he had ready for his own burial and there, unhesitatingly, 
was the solution. But the body needed to be prepared for burial. They had never done anything like 
this in their lives, but they would attempt it for their Master. All fingers and thumbs, they clumsily 
applied the spices and wrapped the body as best they could. The watching women silently noted 
their amateurism and came back on that third day in the hope of being able to do a proper job. 
But it wasn't required. Jesus had risen and the grave clothes were folded far more neatly and 
expertly than He had been wrapped. Despite their fears and inadequacies, the two men had been 
used greatly by God to protect the body and set the scene for the coming resurrection. 
This imagining of part of the Passion narrative can instruct us in practical ways. Frequently, there 
are jobs and responsibilities in our churches some are mundane, but all are necessary. We might 
look around for someone else to volunteer, someone who is perhaps better qualified for the task. 
But the reality is that amongst small numbers there often isn't someone else, or that someone else 
already has his or her hands full. Does this mean then that the work doesn't get done? Sadly, often 
the answer is "Yes". It's said that if you don't do the Lord's work, then He will find someone else to 
do it. That might be true in certain circumstances, but it's a risky excuse for sitting on our hands! Is 
there something you can do for Him that's 'outside your box' - something that's beyond what you're 
used to? 
Also, when we see others attempting to do just that, maybe in an inexpert way, are we wise and 
gracious enough to support rather than criticize, and perhaps lend a helping hand or guiding word 
ourselves? 
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Waiting by the brook 

Trust in testing times 

by Edwin Stanley, Aberkenfig, Wales 

Lying in hospital, and feeling at my lowest ebb, I knew the Lord was 
speaking to me. He commanded me to plan for a future that was far different 
from what I had been doing up to then. It appeared to be impossible -
especially considering my current position in that hospital bed! Yet from this 
unlikely beginning, the course of my life changed, leading me into service for 
God. God's timing proved to be completely right, and many opportunities for 
service followed. 
My own experience reminds me of what happened to Elijah. He was sent to 
the Cherith Brook,1 and was presented with a way of life that seemed 
completely at odds with what he had been doing. He had been a fearless 
witness for God before the King, yet here he was obeying a command to go 
into hiding! What sort of service could that be? And he was even expected 
to rely on birds to feed him - 'unclean' scavenging ravens at that!2 
Isa.55:8 tells us that God's ways and thoughts are totally different from our 
own, and far nobler. He has the absolute and perfect knowledge to direct His 
servants and to order the lives of His people, even though the way may seem 
to be confusing and strange. 
Elijah knew he was where God wanted him to be, yet the water in the brook 
was getting lower every day. Had God made a mistake? Had Elijah 
misinterpreted the command? Should he leave and find a better place? The 
doubts and fears of our natural minds can so easily make us believe that we 
are doing what God would expect of us; that we should use our initiative and 
intelligence; that God surely wants us to be sensible, and not to stay in risky 
places like this? That may be true when we plan our own course in life and 
leave God out of things, but when 
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there is a definite command to follow, we are on very dangerous ground to act on our own ideas, 
however good they may seem to be. 
Yet the birds kept coming with food, and Elijah took this extraordinary thing as proof that God 
had undoubtedly sent him to this place; whatever he may think about it, he must wait for further 
instructions. 
When we are in seemingly unexplainable circumstances it becomes easy for us to question the 
instructions; to query the purposes of God; even to try to second guess God and take our own 
course, which we would consider to be far more logical and sensible! Cherith shows us that the 
instructions, purposes and logic were perfectly ordered, and that Elijah did exactly the right thing 
by remaining where he was until God said otherwise. Those instructions did not arrive until the 
Cherith Brook had dried up completely! Elijah shows us that faith - implicit and totally assured 
faith in an unfailing, all-powerful God -will not be disappointed, but will triumph and will enrich 
all who trust like this in testing circumstances. 
We cannot wriggle out of such obedient faith by arguing that Elijah was different, for Elijah was 
clearly exactly like us! Jas.5:17 says that Elijah was a man with a nature like ours, and he prayed 
fervently...Whilst this scripture relates specifically to Elijah's prayer for rain, it does seem to me to 
be an accurate description of his practice of praying through his difficulties. 
I cannot imagine that Elijah sat and 'twiddled his thumbs' as he waited for the brook to dry up! I 
see him fervently praying for his countrymen and their sinful behaviour; for his family and friends 
in their difficult circumstances, which were a direct result of his request that God should withhold 
the rain!3 I see him fervently praying for the guidance and help he needed for himself, that he 
should do what God required and not go his own way. 
Faith and fervent prayer go hand in hand. Are we able to echo the words of David in Ps.25 - 
expressing a deep trust in God and the prayer to know His will for our lives, even if we aren't able 
to understand it? 

O my God, in you I trust... 
Make me to know your ways, O LORD; 
teach me your paths.4 
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From Hitler to Christ 

War and peace 

An interview with Gerhardt Schleyer, Wishaw, Scotland 

I was born in Berlin and brought up in a home where God was not 
acknowledged. I was seven years old when Adolf Hitler came to power in 
Germany. By the time I was ten I took an interest in a movement called the 
Hitler Youth. My best friend, who lived next door and whose father was an 
officer in Hitler's brown-shirted Stormtroopers, was already a member. He 
persuaded me to join also. I had my father's approval (he was a member of the 
Nazi party) but my mother had reservations. So I just forged her signature on 
the application form. 
Whilst in this Hitler Youth, I enjoyed their activities, but was being 
indoctrinated with the fascist ideology of this militant nationalist regime. 
Hitler was idolised; he was our hero. There was no time for religion. 
Churchgoers were seen to be soft and regarded with ridicule. I did not believe 
that there was a God. 
When war broke out in 1939 I soon got a taste of war when the air raids 
started on our city. We sheltered in the cellar of our house which would have 
been totally inadequate against a direct hit. Amidst the thunder of the anti-
aircraft guns, sited close by, we could hear the sound of the bombs coming 
down. I was trembling with fear. I sat there with my arm around my much 
younger brother on one side of me and holding my mother's hand on the 
other, hoping that the bombs would miss. 
I was now 15 years old and realized the possibility of losing my life, but was 
blind to the fact that I had a soul that would live on if I died. In due course I 
was called up to the armed forces and posted to occupied France for a period 
of training. The winter which followed saw me at the front line in Holland 
where I had my first taste of artillery fire. 
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Are there any particularly memorable events from this time? 
Yes, I was one of a handful of soldiers returning from a mission in front of our lines when suddenly 
we came under fire from enemy artillery. Crossing an area of open ground, we looked for cover, but 
there was only a number of shallow trenches less than a foot deep. We jumped in, lay down flat and 
waited. The firing intensified. Shells kept coming closer and closer, so near that I was covered with 
the soil thrown up by the exploding shells. I was absolutely terrified. Then suddenly a thought 
struck me: perhaps there is a God after all. I started to pray, "Please, God, help me! Don't let me die 
here!" I kept saying this and finally added: "And I will never again say there is no God." Shortly 
after that the shelling stopped. Gingerly, I stood up, convinced some of my companions had been 
killed. To my surprise none had even been wounded. I thanked God for His mercy and asked Him 
to forgive my unbelief. In retrospect I see that episode as the beginning of God's dealings with me. 
So how do you come to be living in Scotland? 
The war finished for me a fortnight before capitulation when I was captured and brought to the UK 
as a prisoner of war. In the camp near the town of Ayr in Scotland I made friends with a fellow 
prisoner who, on account of his knowledge of the English language, was engaged as the opposite 
number of the British interpreter. Meanwhile, the restrictions to our freedom had been relaxed 
somewhat and we were permitted unescorted exercise outside the camp, even as far as the town 
itself. My friend made the acquaintance of someone who was a Christian in the church of God in 
Ayr. This led to the POWs from the camp being invited to a meeting at the church, my friend doing 
the translating. Afterwards the lads got a cup of tea and biscuits and were invited to come back 
again. Some of them did, including me. 
I was impressed by the friendliness and hospitality of the folks in that church. My friend and I 
became friends with one family in particular whom we visited often. One evening on the way back 
to camp my friend started to explain to me in our mother tongue how we are all sinners in the sight 
of God. And He being a righteous God cannot tolerate sin. The penalty for sin is spiritual death 
resulting in an everlasting separation from God in a lost eternity. But God who created us loves us 
and does not want us to perish. So He sent His only Son into the world to become a man like us, but 
without sin, and to make Him take our punishment. Believing this we are reconciled to God and 
have eternal life. 
After my release from POW camp I decided to remain in Scotland. With the help of my friends 
from the church at Ayr and also in Crossford, I obtained employment and accommodation. I 
continued to attend church meetings and learned about the truth of God's House and believers' 
baptism. I was then baptised and today after 60 years I still follow the Man who died on the cross 
for me. 
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Praying together 

Fragrance of the golden bowls 

By Martin Archibald, Paisley, Scotland 

Near the time of our Lord's birth into this world, multitudes would gather for 
prayer at the Temple when the priest offered incense on the golden altar.1 The 
same connection seemed to be in the mind of the author of Ps.141, as he wrote: 
May my prayer be set before you as incense. 
Another beautiful reminder of incense as accompanying prayer is in Rev.8:3-4: 
Another angel...was given much incense to offer, with the prayers of all the 
saints, on the golden altar before the throne. Rev.5:8 blends the two:...golden 
bowls full of incense, which are the prayers of the saints. 
How might we ensure that we find our prayers as fragrant as the Psalmist 
wished, and appreciate their heavenly dimension as revealed to John? 
In advance of the meeting 
The first and most important preparation must be of the disciple's heart and 
mind. We won't pray much if we don't care much - not corrosive anxiety, but a 
concern for others, and thankfulness for God's goodness. We need faith. We 
need a concern for purity, for if I had cherished sin in my heart, the Lord would 
not have listened2 - The Lord said that we must first forgive others before we 
can receive blessing.3 If we are directed to examine our conscience before 
participating in the Remembrance,4 is it not as important that we do so before 
coming to the throne of grace? 
Then comes using our judgement in choosing priorities. Before a meeting with 
a superior at work we naturally prepare our ideas, questions, perhaps requests; 
and the higher the authority we're approaching, the more care we take to use the 
opportunity well. 
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As David thought about his prayer-times he wrote, In the morning I will order my prayer to You.5 
The prayer of Matt.6 also displays order: honouring God's name, or appreciating His greatness; 
seeking God's will, and the expression of His rule; the major needs of others; then our own 
concerns. 
Of course a fixed order isn't required - sometimes a particular trouble will press to the front 
anyway; at other times it may be necessary to work out priorities before the Lord during the 
meeting. But considering others present should encourage us to choose what should head the 
prayer list. 
On the way or on arrival 
The Lord said it is not too late, when you are about to pray, to remove the personal drag of failing 
to forgive.6 But better still to have met the person and dealt with the trouble before any other 
service! 
At the meeting 
Perhaps we've heard so often about 'the throne of grace' that we're missing the thrill of meeting the 
High Priest who serves there for His people. Our earthly view may be filled with the usual circle of 
faces in the place we come to every week. But as we in spirit approach the throne our thoughts are 
raised to an altogether higher level when we remember where we can reach with Him - a merciful 
and faithful high priest...who has gone through the heavens, yet wonderfully able to sympathise 
with our weaknesses, who has suffered when he was tempted.7 And His faithfulness is reflected in 
'the usual circle of faces', lifting our thoughts away to Him from anything that disappoints us in 
one another. 
Then, how often do you become aware that an answer is being sent while you pray? It might come 
through a verse that someone quotes, or a hymn. Sometimes a fresh thought comes into our minds, 
that is so relevant to the subject of prayer that there is no doubt that God has spoken. 
What about the times when we arrive at the prayer meeting tired or confused with upsetting 
events? Paul gave us a wonderful insight into such times, saying...the Spirit himself helps us in our 
weakness. We do not know what we ought lo pray for, but the Spirit intercedes for us with groans 
that words cannot express.8 And further on in that chapter, we find that Jesus is at the right hand 
of God and is also interceding for us.9 What a place of power we failing saints can reach! 
May the Lord bless us with renewed exercise so that the prayer times of the churches of God may 
be as effective as He planned them to be. 
 
Bible quotations from NIV unless otherwise stated:  
(1) Lk.1:9-10 (2) Ps.66:18 (3) Matt.6:14-15 (4) 1 Cor.11:28 (5) Ps.5:3 NASB (6) Mk.11:25  
(7) Heb.2:17-18; Heb.4:14-16 (8) Rom.8:26 (9) Rom.8:34 
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In this day and age 

The 'me' generation 

by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England 

Someone I know often uses the expression 'in this day and age...'. It often 
implies that what used to be done in the past is out-dated and irrelevant, now 
replaced by a new and generally accepted practice. Of course, it is often a 
broad generalization based on the speaker's own country and circumstances. 
We might say, "In this day and age...youngsters have mobile phones, 
or...nobody learns Latin." The saying registers changing social customs, 
without particularly commending or condemning the change, although it does 
imply that we have little alternative but to 'go with the flow'; to accept modern 
usage. 
The phrase can therefore be quite innocent, but it becomes more sinister if it is 
used to accept as normal a change that is wrong in principle. For instance, 
someone might say, "In this day and age, women don't wear hats in church." 
As a statement, this is generally true, but the practice is contrary to the 
teaching of Scripture in 1 Cor.11 about head covering. If something is normal 
in 'this day and age', but differs from Scripture, it is still wrong, regardless of 
current custom. 
What is the character of 'this day and age'? Scripture describes it as the 
present evil age,1 and Satan as the god of this world.2 'The age', the generally 
accepted ethos of society, is the current expression of 'the world' - that purely 
human system of thought that does 'not see fit to acknowledge God'.3 We 
must, of course, distinguish between the various different uses of the English 
word 'world'. It can mean the physical earth, or the whole of human beings. 
The famous scripture. God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that 
whoever believes in him should not perish but have eternal life4 refers to the 
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latter; God's love for men is universal.  However, the world of human philosophy and science has 
no room for God. 

The 'world' in this third sense of its accepted systems of thought and attitudes does not take God 
into account; that is, 'sophisticated', 'worldly-wise' people do not accept that there are such things as 
absolute standards, or that there is a God who has the right to require them. Such people are inclined 
to sneer at and rather look down upon 'simple-minded' believers, but the verdict of Scripture on 
them is in the wisdom of God, the world did not know God through wisdom.5 God has revealed 
Himself and His will in His Word, and this sets standards of right and wrong. A young man in a 
Christian camp I was at some years ago prayed, "Lord, deliver us from the evils of moral 
relativism." Although we were a little amused, he was quite right: Christians must guard themselves 
against the acceptance of the world's mind-set, which does not accept the ideas of absolute right and 
wrong. John warns against the love of the world: Do not love the world or the things in the world. If 
anyone loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him. For all that is in the world the desires 
of the flesh and the desires of the eyes and pride in possessions - is not from the Father but is from 
the world.6 You may think that it is difficult to define what is 'worldly', since the description can be 
applied to things that are 'not done' for a Christian, changing from generation to generation, but the 
last sentence encapsulates it. You can sum it up in two words: 'me first'. This is called the 'me 
generation' - what I feel like, what I want, what I've got. This attitude is regarded as normal by the 
world, but it is the complete reversal of that required of a Christian. The Scripture is quite 
unequivocal: it is either 'me first' or 'God first'. This is not to say that we will always succeed in 
doing what we know we ought to do the apostle Paul had that problem7 but at least we ought to 
make a definite effort of will to put God first and ourselves second. John provides the recipe for 
overcoming the world even in this day and age: For everyone who has been horn of God overcomes 
the world. And this is the victory that has overcome the world our faith.8 Faith in the Son of God 
and what He has done for us is a relevant and contemporary antidote to the blandishments of the 
world. 

References:  
(1) Gal.1:4   (2) 2 Cor.4:4   (3) Rom.1:28   (4) Jn 3:16 (5) 1 Cor.1:21  (6) 1 Jn 2:15-16  
(7) Rom.7:15 (8) I Jn 5:4 

Bible quotations from ESV 
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European Evangelism 

By Brian Johnston, Leigh, England 

It had not been easy to find an apartment in Antwerp which would serve for 
five years as a base of operations for the mission to Belgium. The agent had 
failed to keep his word, and so an extra round-trip, driving through the night, 
from the UK had been required to sign for a replacement. Finally, the day came 
when my wife, Rosemary, and I arrived to take up residence late one Friday 
afternoon in the spring of 1989. With dismay we discovered that the gas and 
electricity would require us to call out the engineer before we could have light 
and warmth. With a sigh we resigned ourselves to 'camping out' in the gloomy 
chill of the apartment until we could arrange for this on the Monday - and it 
really was camping out as the apartment was totally unfurnished. The doorbell 
intercom awakened us early on Monday morning. I scrambled out from a 
sleeping bag on the floor and was surprised to receive a telegram. The message 
it contained was terse: 'Problem. Mission over. Return home.' 
Hardly the most encouraging start! We took counsel, strengthened our hand in 
God, and began to pray more earnestly for the future direction of the work. 
After one month Brian Tugwell arrived to lend us a hand. By then the 
accommodation boasted basic furnishings, we had progressed further with the 
language learning, and even begun to produce home-spun newsletters to 
introduce ourselves to our new neighbours. Within a month or two, assisted by 
a team of enthusiastic young volunteers from the UK. churches, we set 
ourselves the task of some street-preaching. We sang choruses, handed out 
invitations, and used visual aids. Many leaflets were taken, some conversations 
were held, but the thing that sticks in the memory is how good the coffee tasted 
afterwards as a soother of nerves! 
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These were exciting days in which, through much human weakness, we saw God's hand at work. 
Lives were touched, often among very needy people as one by one the Lord opened hearts to 
receive His Word. We rejoiced in the knowledge of souls saved, but longed to be able to gather the 
scattered contacts whom we visited in their homes in different parts of the city. 
Street-work with groups of young helpers and mass literature distribution in the market-places and 
from door-to-door would set the pattern of the work for the next five years. Steadily three-quarters 
of a million translated tracts were painstakingly folded on the make-shift table in the apartment, 
and handed out - along with invitations to events either hosted at the apartment or occasionally at 
city centre hotel venues. 
One day a letter arrived at the apartment from a couple requesting a meeting with us. We invited 
them to attend our next hotel-based outreach and, having thus made contact, we began to visit 
them each week in their home. A tract handed out in one of the market areas (before the police and 
stall-holders had moved us on) had been passed to them by their daughter. This couple put us in 
touch with others and this soon led to a cell group meeting each Sunday for Bible study. In a 
staunchly Roman Catholic country - one of the least evangelized in the world (according to the 
statistics at that time) - where reading the Bible had been forbidden until 1962 (so the local 
missions told us) progress was frustratingly slow. As the small nucleus of contacts were helped to 
interact around the Word in their native tongue, hopes of a church being planted began to grow. 
However, some of the most promising contacts fell away or else were hindered from fulfilling 
their discipleship desires due to difficulties in their life circumstances. This was even more 
frustrating. 
In 1993 it was decided to pull back to check if the group could stand on their own, while supported 
to meet for Bible study in the lead contacts' home each week. Bible correspondence study courses 
passed across the English Channel each week by fax, and slowly the group, by God's grace, 
gathered strength. After the joy of baptisms in 1991, 1994 and 1997, the Church of God in 
Antwerp was planted in July 1997. 
The number of disciples grew further, but not by as much as we longed for, and then sadly, there 
were some losses. Recently, there has been joy in restoring to the Fellowship there the sister whose 
salvation through listening to a Search For Truth radio broadcast around 1980 had triggered the 
work there. Today the work of reaching out continues, sometimes by newspaper adverts and tract 
distribution, but mainly by centring on the families of those in the church as well as by continuing 
radio and internet coverage. Each year the family camp, run by the Antwerp church since its 
planting, draws some of these families and has also been a refreshing time of fellowship for Church 
of God visitors from as far away as Canada, Nigeria and Australia. 

 


